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STELLINGEN

1. Voor het bedrijven van snelle 'timing' met scintillatie detektoren is

het niet nodig gebruik te aaken van de laatste ontwikkelingen in foto-

multiplicator buizen

2. In de analyse samennemen van positron levensduur komponenten onder de

aanname dat de andere komponenten daardoor ongemoeid blijven, kan

onjuiste resultaten opleveren

3. De wijze waarop bindingsenergieën worden afgeleid uit positron
1 )2 )

annihilatie metingen is soms onduidelijk
1) H.E. Hansen et al.; in 'Positron Annihilation', Eds. P.C. Jain et al.,

Singapore I985, p.482

M B. Nielsen et al.; in 'Positron Annihilation', Eds. P.C. Jain et al.,

Singapore 1985. P.t97

4. De ontwikkeling in de kennis over elementaire deeltjes duidt niet op het

bestaan van werkelijk elementaire deeltjes

5. Het feit dat stiptheidsacties gebruikt kunnen worden om politieke

veranderingen af te dwingen, is een illustratie van de ondoorzichtigheid

van de hedendaagse samenleving

6. In een wereld waar het uitblijven van een oorlog gebaseerd is op

afschrikking met grote vernietigingspotentielen, is het effekt van een

defensieve versterking gelijk aan het effekt van een offensieve

versterking en is het onjuist verdere versterking te motiveren door ze

defensief te noemen •
t

7. Het feit dat de meest geavanceerde fotokamera's vaak zijn uitgerust met l

meerdere soorten automatische belichting, wijst op het onvolledig tP

opgelost zijn van het belichtingsvraagstuk £:



Het gevoel van ritme in de muziek wordt sterker naarmate minder nadruk

wordt gelegd op de zware maatdelen, terwijl toch duidelijk gemaakt wordt

dat dat de maatdelen zijn waarop de nadruk ligt

J. de Vries, Delft, September 1987
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1 INTRODUCTION POSITRON METHOD

The positron annihilation technique is one of the nuclear methods used in

materials science. The technique is a tool in defect spectroscopy and in

electron band structure research : In both, the sensitivity of the

positron annihilation characteristics to the electronic surrounding is

instrumental.

Almost all experiments use the properties of the two gamma annihilation

reaction

e+ + e" •> 2 T 1.1

If the annihilation pair is in rest during annihilation, conservation of

energy and momentum require that the two annihilation photons are emitted

collinearly with energies of 511 keV each. The annihilation rate is

proportional to the electron density. Three techniques are used to

investigate the characteristics of the annihilation process, via measurement

of the

1) angular correlation

2) Doppler broadening

3) lifetime '

The angular correlation technique measures the deviation from the angle of

emission of l80° between the two Y quanta. The Doppler broadening technique

measures the deviation from the energy of 511 keV. These two techniques

yield the momentum of the annihilation pair. The positron lifetime is the

inverse of the annihilation rate and yields the electron density.

Electron band structures can be measured with both momentum techniques. The

angular correlation techique, however, is the only one used for this purpose

because of its superior resolution. Since a positron is usually slowed down ,.

to thermal velocity before the annihilation takes place, the momentum M.

distribution of the annihilation pair practically equals that of the f|f .

electron. % ' ;

I
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Defect spectroscopy can be succesfully performed because the positron has a

high probability to annihilate in a defect rather than in the bulk of a

lattice. The positron is specifically sensitive to vacancy-like defects,

because such defects form an attractive positron potential. The reason is

that the positive nuclei are screened by electrons. Being trapped, the

positron feels an electron density and an electron momentum dens^sy specific

for the trap.

The positron lifetime technique is most profitably applied to defect

spectroscopy. The positron lifetime is a measure for the size of a vacancy

cluster. The reason is that the overlap between the positron wavefunction

and the electron distribution is smaller for a larger cluster. Where more

types of defects exist, each one corresponds to a lifetime and its

intensity. This intensity is related to the concentration of the specific

defect type.

The Doppler technique is less precise than the angular correlation

technique., but considerably faster. Therefore the Doppler technique is

profitable in defect spectroscopy, because there it is often neccesary to

perform measurements as a function of a sample treatment. The difference

with the lifetime technique is vhat the latter in principle is able to

separate several types of defects whereas the Doppler technique is not. In

the Doppler technique, separating defect types has not been possible sofar,

because of the limited measuring precision and the fact that, contrary to

the lifetime technique, no simple functional form describes the spectra.

This thesis deals with the positron lifetime technique. The positron decay

rate being independent of time, the lifetime spectrum takes the shape

1.2

where
i

, ) •

>•

When positrons annihilate from a number of discrete states N equation 1.2 '\

changes into <|
s

F(t)

A

T

-At
= e =

is

is

the

the

-t/x
e

decay rate

lifetime
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F(t) = X I./T. e
i=l 1 t

-t/T,

1.3

where T^ is the lifetime of positrons in state i and I., is the accompanying

intensity. Fig. 1.1 shows the calculated positron lifetime as a function of

the size of a vacancy cluster and fig 1.2 shows the calculated intensity as

a function of the concentration for aluminum and molybdenum.

Fig. 1.1 Positron lifetime T in microvoids of Al and Mo as a function

of the void radius. N is the number of vacancies clustered in

the void. From ref. [3].

Fig. 1.1 shows that the sensitivity range of the positron lifetime technique

of the size of the defects is on the lower side of the transmission electron

microscope, which requires a defect size of about 1 nm or larger.

Typical values of lifetime spectrometer resolutions are 250-300 ps FWHM*'.

The measured spectrum is a convolution of the spectrometer resolution and

the theoretical spectrum of eq. 1.3. Lifetimes obtained by unfolding can be

smaller than the spectrometer resolution.
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Fig. 1.2 Intensity of the defect lifetime for monovacancies in Al

and Mo as a function of the defect concentration (in defects

per atom)
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*) P. Hautojarvi; Mat. Science Forum, 15 - 18 (1987) 81
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2 POSITRON BEHAVIOUR

2.1 Introduction

The positrons obtained from fl -decay are injected in a material at energies

far larger than thermal. After injection the positron moves through a

lattice and slows down by transferring its energy to the lattice. The

mechanisms with which the positron can transfer this energy are electron-

hole pair production and phonon production. The slow-down process proceeds

until thermal equilibrium is reached.

The time taken by the thermalization process is short compared to the

lifetime of the positron. After thermal energies have been reached, the

positron diffuses through the host lattice until annihilation takes place or

until it meets a lattice defect with a sufficiently attracting potential.

Then a bound or trapped state may be formed. The remaining energy of the

positron is transferred to the surrounding of the trap, once again by

electron-hole or phonon production, and annihilation will take place.

In the following, some estimations of the thermalization time, of the

implantation profile, of the values of the lifetimes and some remarks about

the trapping process will be given.

2.2 Thenalisation process

The assumption that the thermalization process is short compared to the

positron lifetime is particularly important in the electron momentum

measurements, but also in defect studies it plays its role.

A short review will follow now.

The stopping power for electrons is usually obtained in terms of a

'continuous slowing-down approximation'. The stopping power for positrons

differs from that of electrons by the fact that positrons have a positive

charge and that the so called Bhabba positron-electron cross-sections have

to be included. The thermalization process can be divided in three stages,

for each of which simple relations can be fitted to data obtained with the



1 )
calculations : These stages are the electron-hole mediated stopping at

energies above 100 eV, electron-hole mediated stopping at energies below 100

eV and the phonon mediated stopping close to thermal energies.

The stopping power due to electron interactions has a maximum at a value of

about 100 eV. From initial energy down to the maximum, the stopping time can
i)

be approximated by

-1 2 1 > 2
tg= 7-7 d

 x ( E ^ m O ps. 2.1

In 2.1 E. is the initial positron energy and d is the density of the
1 3material in g/cm . Numerical values of t are small compared to the positron

lifetime. Examples are given in tabel 2.1.

From 100 eV down to thermal energies, the electronic stopping can be

estimated by a formula derived by Ritchie for positrons in a conduction

electron gas

186.5

where uQf= Ef/kgT

Ej. is the final positron energy

k,, is the Boltzmann constant

The density parameter r is the radius (in atomic units) of a fictional
s

sphere that contains one conduction electron:

>g.a0)
3.pc= 1,

mmP P

where a, = h /me = O.529 A, the Bohr radius

P is the conduction electron density

However, from an energy E to thermal energy, the stopping due to phonon

interaction is larger than the electronic stopping. The value of E can be

quite close to thermal energies (see table 2.1). The phonon stopping time

for positrons slowing down from E to 3/2 kgT can be expressed in t_ by
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For most solids, the phonon stopping time is larger than, but comparable to

the electron stopping time. Depending on E and the temperature, the phonon
c

stopping has to be included. Combination of the mentioned slow-down stages

yields the total stopping time t .

'therm = fcR f o r 2 u0cS Tn

and

2^0- , , ft T.
'therm = u2, r2 Mf V T > " l 1 f o r 2 V> \

where uQc= Ec/kBT0

T, = 316 K

Table 2.1 includes numerical values obtained with the equations mentioned in

this paragraph.

2.3 Implantation profile

The implantation profile of positrons produced by {T-decay has been measured

for a varie

described by

4 )

for a variety of materials by Brandt and Paulin '. The results can be

-ax
I(x) = I{0) e 2.4

where x is the distance from the position of

positron production

ct+ is an absorption coefficient

1(0) is an initial positron density
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The absorption coefficient depends on the density of the material d and the

maximum positron energy E in the following form
max

a+ = (16^1) d. E m^
> / 1 3 [cm"1] 2.5

Integration of equation 2,4 yields the range r within which x % of the
X.

positrons are annihilated. Table 2,1 includes data for positrons emitted by
2ZNa. Most penetration depths are in the order of a tenth of a millimeter.

In air, the 90 % range appears to be about 0.5 i and, consequentely, the 99

% range about 1 meter.

The advent of variable energy positron beams has renewed the interest in the

exact shape of the profile, but sofar it has not been found necessary to

improve eq. 2.4 .

Table 2.1 Thermalization times and positron ranges for positrons from **Na.

Element

Al

C

Li

Mo

Ni

Si

W

d

[g/cnr*

2.70

2.25

0.53
10.20

8.90

2.33

19-35

Ec
] [eV]

0.140

0.470

0.080

0.220

0.130

0.210

0.140

t

[ps]

0.8

0.9

3.8
0.2

0.2

0.9
0.1

therm
[ps]

13.2

4.1

11.8

13.8

20.2

8.9
24.7

r

2.

1.

3-
1.

1.

1.

1.

s

12

66

21

53
80

97
55

a+

[cm" ;

104.

87-
20.

394.
344.

90.

747.

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

r90*
[mm]

.221

.265

.125

.058

.067

.256

.031

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

r99X
[mm]

.442

• 530

.250

.117

.134

.512

.062

t •
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2.4 Positron lifetime values in materials without defects

Being thermalized, the positron lifetime depends only on the overlap of the

wavefunction of the positron and the surrounding electrons. In the classical
c \

independent particle model a free electron gas is assumed, in which no

electron-electron and electron-positron interactions are included. The

positron annihilation rate can then be written as

Ao = n r0
2cp = 12/r 3 2.6

s

where Ao = l/t0
T, is the positron lifetime

r0 is the classical electron radius

p is the electron density

c is the velocity of ligth

r is the conduction electron density parameter in

units of ac as described in par. 2.2

The electron density close to the positron is enhanced due to Coulomb forces

between the electrons and the positron. The enhancement can be brought into

account in a very simple fashion by introducing an electron density

dependent enhancement factor in 2.6. Fitting to experimental data yields the
7 )

Brandt-Reinheimer approximation for the positron lifetime

A(r ) = 12/r 3.(l+10+rs) ns" 1 2.7

where r is the conduction electron density parameter in

units of a, as described in par. 2.2

Fig. 2.1 shows experimental data together with the independent particle

model and the fitted enhancement factor.
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- 10

v: 6

independent particle model

— Brandt-Reinheimer approximation

- - C-TDA

I 1 _..

Fig. 2.1 Positron annihilation rate as a function of the conduction

electron density parameter r

The problem of a positron annihilating in an electron gas with inclusion of

the electron-positron correlation effects has been solved to a reasonable
•)

extent , where collective excitations of the electron system are

represented by interacting bosons. The results of this model (C-TDA) are

included in fig. 2.1. The model does not take into account the inhomogeneity

of a real lattice and possible annihilations with core electrons. This is

assumed to be the explanation of the deviations at low r .
s

In the case r > 8 a,, , e.g. in isolating materials, positronium formation is
•a

possible. Positrcnium (Ps) is the hydrogen-like bound state between an

electron and a positron. Positronium has two ground states, the para-Ps

state (singlet, spin quantum number S=0, relative formation probability 1/4)

and the ortho-Ps state (triplet, S=l, formation probability 3/4). The

lifetime of para-Ps in free space is 125 PS and of ortho-Ps 1̂ 3 ns. The

observed lifetime of ortho-Ps in matter is always shorter (T = 1 or 2 ns)

because ortho-Ps may transit into para-Ps by e.g. a pick-off reaction. In
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this case the positron leaves the parallel spin electron to form a new bound

state with an anti-parallel-spin electron from the surroundings.

2.5 Defect trapping

The potential energy of a positron in matter is governed mainly by the

Coulomb forces between the positron and the electrons and protons. Thus,

this energy is large close to the position of the nulclei and small in

between.

In a lattice, the result is a Bloch-like potential energy as a function of

the position of the positron. If, due to some distortion, atoms are locally

further apart than the lattice parameter, the minimum in the potential will

be lower at this position than in the bulk of the lattice. If, once again,

the lowest energy of a positron inside the potential well is lower than the

ground state energy of a positron in the bulk of the lattice, trapping may

result. Thus, the positron is sensitive for free-volume defects, such as

vacancies or vacancy clusters and not for interstitials or large impurity

atoms. Free volume defects, in this respect, include interstitial loops with

jogs and grain boundaries.

The chance that trapped positrons escape before annihilation can be
J )

estimated by comparing the classical rate of escape of positrons from a

trap kTexp(-AE/kT)/h, where k and h denote Boltzmann's and Planck's

constants, with the annihilation rate lA t in the specific trap. AE is the

binding energy of a positron to the trap. The comparison yields an estimate

for the minimum binding energy of a positron to a trap

AE . * kT lnfkT-^/h)
m m t

Where T =200 ps, the minimum binding energy is 0.15 eV (T=250 K) or 0.72 eV %

(T=1000 K). I

Comprehensive calculations of the binding energies of positrons to !•'
1 0 \ \

monovacancies are available . The actual values range between 0.5 and 3-5 |
i;
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eV. Exceptions are the alkali metals, where the traps are very shallow. The

most important reason is the narrow ion cores of these metals relative to

the interatomic distances. The difference in annihilation characteristics

between annihilation in the bulk of a lattice and in a vacancy is more

pronounced for a deeper trap.

The rate of transition K of a positron from the bulk material to a trapped

state or the trapping rate can be determined in a positron experiment. This

trapping rate couples the concentration C of a specific defect with a

trapping rate per unit defect concentration v. Assuming the positrons to

diffuse very rapidly, the following relation holds

K = C v 2.8

The effect of trapping on the annihilation properties and the measured

lifetime spectrum is described by the trapping model.

2.5.1 Trapping model

11 12 9 1 3 )

In the trapping model ' ' ' several positron states can be defined. Rate

equations describe how the positron annihilates in a specific state or

transits to another state.

We first discuss the simplest case in which only two states exist, being a

free state in which positrons are delocalized and a trapped state in which

positrons are localized. Annihilation is possible from both states, and

transitions are only allowed from the free state to the trapped state. The

rate equations show

gjf = - Mif - Afnf

dn
dt* " + K nf " V t 2-9

where n_ (n ) is the probability that the positron is in the free (trapped)

state at time t,

states.
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Solving the equations with initial values n_(0)=l and n (0)=0 leads to

nf(t) = e

,„, _J , "A02tn..(t) = _ {e - et AQ1 AQ2

with Ani= Af + K

A02= At

Thus, the probability that a positron annihilates from the free or the

trapped state is

" Aoi*= Af J e dt =
Af+K

and

t t Af+K

The measured lifetime values are 1/(A_+K) and I/A.. Rearranging the decay

components, the corresponding intensities can be found

Iro= .
 Uf J e ^ dt = j — = -—r 2.10

0 2 A0l"A02 ° A02-A01 Af t+K

hr

In the case of more types of states, a general trapping model has to be

formulated. The arguments stated above are repeated, only the formulas are

sligthly more complicated. The rate equation of state i shows

N N
-£L = Z K n - 2 K n. - A n 2.11
dt .=1 ji j . = 1 i] l 1 1
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N
2 K . .n . - A_.n.,

N
where A... = 2 K . . + A.

Oi j = 1 ij i

J-i

N is the number of states and

is the probability of t

from state i to state j

K. . is the probability of the transition a positron

If state 1 is defined as the only free state, *-. .. denote the trapping

rates and K ±X1 the detrapping rates. Equation 1 represents a system of

linear homogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients, which

can be solved with elementary mathematics. When the detrapping rates are

left out, a solution usefull for computer applications can be obtained

i - A t
n. = 2 A..e 2.12

j=l J 1

where

i-J

The intensity of the component with lifetime AQ is

1 N
T — 2 A A
A0i j=i l j J

IOi= T — 2 A A 2.13
0 1 A0 l j J

For some special cases inversion formulas meant to obtain the transition

rates from experimental data can be derived. In the case of the simple two
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state model without detrapping the transition rate can be obtained directly

from eq. 2.11. In case of a three state model without detrapping the

solution is

3 (i/iO2-DU/iO3-i) -

and

K12

i * \
Solutions including a state with detrapping are given in literature ;

2.5.2 Trapping rate

Obtaining quantitative defect concentrations from positron experiments

requires knowledge of the trapping rate per unit defect concentration v.
1 5 \

Experimental values, however, are scarse . The reason is that calibration

with another technique is necessary and that this technique has to be

sensitive to defects in a concentration and size range comparable to the

posi tron technique.

In the past, quite some effort has been put into the calculation of the

trapping rate per defect. A classical model is based on a capture
9 12 1C 17 1 • \

radius ' ' ' ' : This is the distance from a trap within which a

positron will get trapped. The positron is regarded as diffusing through a

lattice until a trap is reached and thus the model describes the diffusion

properties more realistic than the trapping process itself. Starting point

for a quantum mechnanical calculation of the trapping rate is the Fermi

Golden Rule ' '

The quantity P. is the probability of finding the positron in an initial

state i and the sum goes over all the initial and final states (f). The



matrix element H.f includes the overlap between the initial and the final

states as well as factors describing the specific energy absorption process.

Detrapping rates can be obtained by changing the meaning of the initial and

final states.

2.5.3 Limited positron diffusivity

In the above considerations, the positrons are assumed to diffuse

infinitively fast. This assumption is equivalent to the statement that the

trapping process is totally 'transition limited'. If positron diffusion is

slower, the positron flux may be lower than required by the Golden Rule

expression 2.15. The trapping is said to be in the 'diffusion limited'

regime. Changes in the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient and the

trapping rate per defect (due to, for example, temperature variations) may

drive the process between the transition-limited *uid diffusion-limited

regimes. The result is that the positron density is depleted close to the

trap. Proper implementation in the trapping model requires spatial
ti \

coordinates and a diffusion term in 2.9 or 2.11 '.

Thus, the net effect is twofold. Firstly, the observed trapping rates are

lower than the ones obtained with the trapping model described in paragraph

2.5.1, and secondly, if the concentration of a defect is such that the

distance between the traps is of the order of the dimensions of the

depletion volume, the total trapping rate is once again lower than expected

when using the linear relation 2.9 between the total trapping rate and the

concentration of the defect.

Theoretical estimations of the importance of the effect are available. The

result is that it does not play any role for small defect sizes, c.q.

monovacancies, whatever the magnitude of the positron binding energy, but

some decrease in the trapping rate can be expected for extended defects,
21 )

c.q. vacancy clusters
In the case of aluminum this effect was illustrated for large voids and

" )
smaller defects produced by neutron irradiation '. In increasing the
temperature, the transition between transition limited and diffusion limited
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trapping appeared for large voids at about 200° K whereas the trapping rate

of the smaller defects did not show any temperature dependence.

2.5.4 Resonant trapping

Since the positron thermalization times are short compared to the lifetime,

trapping of positrons has always been considered for thermalized positrons.

However, recently a strongly increased trapping probability was found for

positrons with an energy of about 1 eV for defects in Al and Cu .A model

calculation for a spherical trap in which the initial positron wavefunction

was already influenced by the trap confirmed the existence of a resonance in

the trapping process . The magnitude of the trapping rate for the

epithermal positrons (energy 1 eV) depends on the binding energy and the

size of the trap. A high binding energy leads to a pronounced, but shallow

resonance in the trapping rate. A divacancy also leads to a pronounced and

shallow resonance compared to a monovacancy. Notwithstanding the rapid

thermalization, the effect can be large enough to influence the annihilation

characteristics.
2» )

A trapping model was introduced in which the state representing the

unlocalized positrons is split up into a range of states with varying

energy. One of the states exhibits the resonant trapping and transitions

between a state with higher energy to a state with lower energy represents

the thermalization process.

Here, a comparable model is introduced to obtain more quantitatively

an estimate of the influence on a lifetime spectrum. Therefore, the

following positron states are defined

state 1: epithermal free positrons

state 2: thermal free positrons

state 3: trapped positrons

The transition from state 1 to state 2 (denoted by the transition rate KX2)

represents the thermalization process. The transition from state 2 to state

3 (transition rate K 2 J) represents the normal trapping. The transition from
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state 1 to state 3 (*u) is the resonant positron trapping. Compared to the

model defined earlier , the states of non-thermalized positrons that do

not exhibit resonant trapping are left out. This is because they do not

influence the annihilation characteristics.

The lifetime components resulting from this model are {see eq. 2.12)

T, = 1/(A, +

T 2 = l/(Aj +

3̂ = I/A,

where A, , A8, A, are the decayrates of positrons

annihilating from states 1,2 and 3 resp.

Because the values of both K12 and K13 are large, T, is small, i.e. in the

or^er of a picosecond.

Fig. 2.2 Calculated intensity of the defect component as a function of

the resonant trapping rate K13 and the 'thermalization rate'

K, , for defects in Al



Solution of 2.11 for the described states yields the intensities of the

three lifetime components, in a rather complex closed form. For practical

reasons, however, eq. 2.13 is used to obtain numerical solutions. The

intensity of the first component is very small due to the rapid

thermalization. If the lifetime of positrons in the epithermal state is

assumed to increase with the energy, this intensity can even become slightly

negative. In any case, the measuring precision will be a limiting factor in

a possible detection of this component.

A measurable effect can appear in the relative intensity of the second and

the third component. Fig. 2.2 shows the calculated intensity of the 3rd

lifetime component as a function of K1 3. An approximately linear

relationship exists between this rate and the depth of the resonance. The

following input parameters are used

K~1= Â "1= 160 ps, the bulk lifetime in Al

A, = 240 ps, the monovacancy lifetime in Al

Kj3= 2.1 ns"

The 'normal' trapping rate K J 3 is chosen such that the intensity of the

defect component equals 50 % in the case no epithermal positrons are

trapped. The exact time that the positron dwells in the energy region of

enhanced trapping is hard to determine. Therefore, three different curves

are shown for different K, 2, the 'thermalization rate'. The values are

chosen between the inverse of the thermalization time from 100 eV down to

thermal energy (K,2= 75-7 ns , taken from table 2.1) and the inverse of the

thermalization time from 2 eV down to 0.1*1 eV ( K 1 2 = 630 ns~ ) as calculated

with equation 2.3.

The same intensities are calculated for monovacancies in tungsten. The input

values are now

A,"1= AJ'1= 110 ps, the bulk lifetime in W

A~ = 180 ps, the monovacancy lifetime in W

<,,= 3-5 ns"1
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The extremes of the thermalization rates K.~ are chosen with the same

arguments as before. The results are shown in fig. 2.3. Apparently the

increase of the intensity of the defect component due to trapping of

epithermal positrons is stronger for tungsten than for aluminum.

<i2= 352 ns-1

80 120 160 200 240

[]
.3 Calculated intensity of the defect component as a function of

the resonant trapping rate K^ 3 and the 'thermalization rate'

K,J for defects in W

2.6 Complex defects

The dependence of the positron lifetime on the size of a spherical cluster

was already shown in fig. 1.1. For the same type of clusters the trapping

rate^per defect is initially linear with the number of vacancies in the

void . More recently, calculational schemes have been presented for

ellipsoidal divacancies 'and for generally shaped clusters2''. Both methods

show a less pronounced difference in annihilation characteristics for

vacancies and di-vacancies. The positron lifetime starts to rise
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significantly as soon as the void includes more than three vacancies . The

reason is that the missing atoms in three-vacancy clusters still form a

single plane.

Where the defect size increases, the positron lifetime saturates at values

between 450 and 500 ps, depending on the model used.

The binding energy of positrons to dislocation lines has been estimated to

have a very small value <0.1 eV in Al '. Later on, however, a model has

been proposed in which positron trapping at dislocation lines is combined

with trapping at jogs in the dislocation lines . The dislocation lines

themselves form shallow traps from which thermal detrapping is possible, but

may also cause the positron to diffuse along this line to a jog. The jog is

comparable with a monovacancy and acts as a deeper trap. This model is able

to account for the experimental positron lifetimes which are close to

monovacancy lifetimes.

A returning i,heme in positron trapping phenomena is the amount of free

volume in a trap. The binding energy of especially larger voids, but also of

monovacancies and jogs, can be appreciable. Trapping may therefore be

possible also in the case that the amount of free volume is decreased by

injected (light) impurity atoms in the defects. Table 2.3 shows some

calculated estimates. Part of the data presents results from a jellium model

by Jena et al. . The other results are calculated with a full lattice

electrostatic potential and a local-density approximation for the
tr )correlation effects by Puska and Nieminnen '.

In the jellium model the response of the host conduction electrons to the

perturbation caused by the defect was calculated self-consistently. This

leads to a strongly enhanced electron density close to a hydrogen atom in

the center of a vacancy. The scheme of Puska and Nieminnen uses fixed charge

positions and electron density enhancement factors (see e.g. eq. 2.6). This

does not allow appreciable charge transfer to the impurity atom which is the

reason for the difference in calculated positron binding energy.

The scheme of Puska and Nieminnen has been applied to the systems of N and H
31]

in Mo, H in Al and Ni and to Kr in Cu .In the case of Mo a 7% relaxation

of the nearest neighbour atoms of a monovacancy was assumed to obtain a

calculated lifetime equal to experimental data. Off-center positioning of
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impurity atoms was observed to influence the positron response considerably.

Table 2.3 Calculated monovacancy lifetimes and positron binding energies

material

Al '

Cu '

30 \

Al '
J 0 \

Cu '

pure

T

239
170

253
188

vac.

=b

1.8

0.24

2.3
1.1

+ 1

T

188

153

204

150

atom H

%

1.6

0.27

1.4

0.3

+ 1 atom He

191 1.7

The scheme of Jena was used to compare the trapping properties of a range of

light impurities in Al 1,2 and 4 vacancy (-clusters) '.

Experimentally, a considerable amount of evidence exists of trapping of

positrons by decorated vacancies and vacancy clusters. Decorated in this

context means that one or more impurity atoms are bound to the defect. The
11 ) 3« )

systems studied are e.g. N in voids in Mo , H in e-, n- irradiated Al ,
IS] 3( \

p irradiated Mo ', H in defects in Ta and Nb '.

General features of both theoretical estimations and experiments are a

gradual decrease of the positron lifetime of a defect as a function of the

amount of impurity atoms injected and a gradual decrease of the trapping

rates as a function of that impurity contents. The amount of impurity atoms

can be considerable before positron trapping becomes neglectable.
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3 POSITRON LIFETIME TECHNIQUE

3.1 Introduction positron lifetime spectrometers

The lifetime of a positron can be measured most easily if the positron is

emitted by a nucleus simultaneously (within a few ps) with a photon. The

moment of detection of this photon is used to start the time measuring

process and the moment of detection of one of the annihilation photons is

used as a stop. A good source is 2 2Na with a start-photon energy of 1275

keV.

Hence, the experimental setup is a gamma-gamma coincidence time spectrometer

known from experimental nuclear physics. A block scheme of such a

spectrometer is shown in fig. 3»1-

source
/

detector

time discr.

+ SCA

detector

time discr.

+ SCA

TAC

ADC

computer

Fig. 3.1 Block scheme of a time spectrometer

SCA = single channel analyser

TAC = time to amplitude convertor

ADC = analogue to digital convertor



The choice of the detector type is limited to fast scintillation

detectors, because of the short lifetime of a positron and because of the

the energy of the gamma radiation to be detected (0.5 to 1.3 MeV). Such a

detector consists of a favourably shaped scintillator, coupled to a

photomultiplier. The scintillator serves to convert the gamma radiation into

a number of photons in the visible-light or UV energy region. The

photomultiplier converts this light into a number of primary photoelectrons

and amplifies the primary current. An electronic time discrimination device

is needed to mark the precise moment of pulse arrival.

The actual time difference measurement is performed by a time to amplitude

convertor (TAC), coupled to a standard data acquisition system.

61

•a

*

C
3
O
O

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
channel

Fig. 3.2 Energy spectrum of J 2Na recorded with a NE111 scintillator

Single-channel-pulse-height-discrimination (SCA) is used to discriminate

between start- and stop photons, since the height of a scintillation

detector pulse is, within limits, proportional to the energy converted in

the scintillator. The mechanism with which the gamma-energy is converted is

for the major part the Compton effect, which means that no discrete peaks
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can be recognized in the energy spectrum. Fig 3-2 shows an example of an

energy spectrum of 2 JNa recorded with a detector with a cilindrical NE111

scintillator with a thickness of 0.5 cm and a diameter of 2.5 cm irradiated

from the side. Although Compton effect yields a very poor energy resolution,

the discrimination between the start (1275 keV) and the stop (511 keV) :an

be performed. Fig J.2 also shows the part of the spectrum that is accepted

by the single channel analyzers, which determines the dynamic range. This

dynamic range is defined as the upper percentage of the total energy

spectrum of the specific gamma selec-ed by the channel. Improvement of the

energy resolution can be obtained with a recently suggested fast

scintillator BaF2.

Whenever the pulse-height-discrimination is performed at a us scale, while

using a side channel with integrator and spectroscc-py amplifier, the adopted

name of such a system is 'fast-slow time spectrometer'. Fig. 3-3 shows a

scheme of a fast-slow spectrometer. The pulse-heigth-discrimination can be

incorporated in the time discriminator, as shown in fig. 3-1- Characteristic

pulse durations are a few ns and the expression 'fast-fast time

spectrometer' is used. 'Fast-slow' systems are used when more precise pulse

height information is needed.

The main requirements for positron lifetime spectrometers are

1) very good resolving power

2) large detection efficiency

3) no significant distortions in the time spectrum

The time resolution of modern spectrometers is always good enough to observe

the smallest positron lifetime, since this lifetime appears as an

exponentially decaying function in the spectrum and the instrumental

resolution only convolves with this function. Yet, a time resolution ss

large as possible is profitable in the sense that the deconvolution

procedure of the lifetime spectra yields smaller systematic errors and, if

the sample exhibits more lifetimes, the separate lifetime components can be

resolved better.
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ampl.

Fig. 3-3 Block scheme of a fast-slow time spectrometer

SCA = single channel analyser

TAC = time to amplitude convertor

ADC = analogue to digital convercor

The detection efficiency is determined by the composition (viz. chemical

composition and density) and dimensions of the scintillators, the geometry

of the setup and the part of the energy distribution that is accepted by the

SCA's. A large efficiency is profitable to obtain short measuring times with

small source strengths.

The third requirement allows to use a simple mathematical model for the

lifetime spectrum. In order to perform a reliable deconvolution, the model

should include only the physical effects accompanying the decay of the

positrons and no spurious effects arising in the detection of the gamma

radiation.
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The description of the optimalization of the time resolution, taking into

account the other two requirements will constitute the major part of this

chapter.

3.2 Theory of time spectrometers

3.2.1 Introduction

The main properties determining the time resolution are the

1) finite decay time of the light emitting state(s) in the

scintillator and the light yield of the scintillator

2) variations in the time between light creation in the scintillation

process and the light collection at the photocathode

3) efficiency of the conversion process of photons into electrons at

the photocathode and the absolute number of these primary

pho toelec trons

k) variations in the transit times of electrons moving through the

photomultiplier and variation in the multiplication process itself

5) method of electronic processing of the output pulse of the

photomultiplier

To predict resolutions that can be obtained and the influence of an isolated

parameter on the time resolution, timing theories of scintillation detectors

have been developed.

An extensive review is given in the literature .

3.2.2 Scintillators and light collection

A scintillator contains an energy level emitting photons in the visible

light or UV energy range. This, so called, optical level can be excited by

energetic particles or light quanta. The excitation takes place in a few

steps. In the energy range of the gamma quanta of interest, energy is
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transfered from the primary gamma to an electron mainly by the Compton

effect. This energetic electron excites optical levels of a large number of

atoms (in the order of 10' or 10*). On decay, optical photons are produced.

If the excitation process is short with regard to the decay time, the shape

of the light pulse is given by the function X(t)

Kt)= I M e - i
sci

where 1(0) is the light yield of the scintillator

T . is the decay time of the scintillator
sci

In practice scintillators are more complicated because activators and

spectrum shifters are added to increase the light yield (in binary and

ternary plastics), or because of the existence of more than one intrinsic

level (e.g. BaF 2). In a binary scintillator, the photons produced during the

first optical decay step excite secondary optical levels that, once again,

emit optical photons, now with slightly lower energy. In a ternary

scintillator this process occurs twice. The reason for using this type of

scintillator is that the transparency for light with a longer wavelength is

larger. One additional effect is that the build up of the scintillator light

pulse is not nessecarily short anymore.

Before arrival at the photocathode, the light pulse may have reflected

several times at the surface of the scintillator. Thus, the measured values

of the decay constants and especially the risetimes of the light pulses are

dependent on the surface conditions and the dimensions of the scintillator.

Small scintillators painted black on the outside yield the lowest values for

the rise- and decay times.

Relevant for timing is

1) the scintillator decay time

2) the rise time of the light pulse

3) the light yield

k) the scintillator dimensions and surface conditions
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Table 3-1 contains the relevant properties of current fast scintillator

materials.

Table 3-1 Scintillator properties

scintillator A
max

rel. light decay rise- spec. trans- type

yield constant time mass mission

[ns] [ns] [g/cm3] [jK/m]

NE111

Pilot U

BaFj

375
391

225

310

55

67
11

37

1-7

1.36

0.7

600

0.35

0.5

0.1

1

1

4

.032

.032

• 89

4.10"1

74

binary

ternary

this is the risetime from 10 % max. amplitude to 90 % max. amplitude

3.2.3 Photomultipliers

Photomultipliers contain a photocathode to convert photons in the visible

light region into primary photoelectrons. The efficiency of this conversion

is expressed by the quantum efficiency. The number of electrons is then

increased by multiplication to obtain a measurable current.

Two types of multiplication can be distinguished. The first type, the staged

photomultiplier, contains a system of dynodes. Electrons are accelerated by

means of an electric field and, upon arrival at a dynode, release secondary

electrons. The ratio between the number of arriving electrons and the number

of released electrons is the secondary emission factor. The value of the

secondary emission factor is usually about 3 or 4, but depends critically on

the strength of the electric field and the dynode material. The number of

dynodes or amplification steps varies from 10 to 14.

In the second type a channel plate is used as electron multiplier. A channel

plate contains a huge amount of tiny channels. Electrons diffuse through the

channels by means of an almost parallel electric field. The current is

?•....r



amplified because every now and then the electrons hit the wall of the

channel and cause secondary emmision.

The amplified electron current is collected at an anode in both types of

photomultiplier.

Important for timing are the following properties

1) the quantum efficiency of the photocathode

2) the collection efficiency of photoelectrons at the entrance of the

amplifying part

3) the time spread
#

this is the spread in the transit time due to the varying initial

energy of the photoelectrons and the direction of emission

4) the time difference

this is the difference in transit time for electrons being emitted

from different positions on the cathode

*
the transit time is the time it takes for an electron to travel from

the cathode to the anode

Some major differences exist in timing properties between staged

photomultipliers and channel plates. The first one is the collection

efficiency of photoelectrons at the electron amplification part of the

photomultiplier. For the staged photomultiplier this efficiency can be

almost 1 whereas with a channel plate the values are 0.5 or 0.6. The reason

for the difference is the limited open area of a channel plate. A second

difference is that in a channel plate photomultiplier the time differences

are essentially zero because the channels are parallel. Also the time spread

can be very small because the distance between the cathode and the channel

plate is very small with regard to the distance between the cathode and the

first dynode in a staged photomultiplier. As a result, the output pulse

caused by a single photoelectron has a very small width in the case of the *

channel plate photomultiplier. This pulse is the 'single electron response £

function' or SER. The SER exhibits the timing properties of the ?

i
amplification part of the photomultiplier. j"

Some relevant properties of two photomultipliers are presented in table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Photomultiplier properties

*
model type time time quantum SER SER

spread difference efficiency risetime duration

[ns] [ns] [%} [ns] [ns]

XP2020 staged 0.25 0.25 25 1.5 2.4

CPPM 320 UV channel 0.10 -0 14 -0.3

plate

* for electrons emitted from the center of the cathode and 18 mm from

the center

3.2.4 Time definition electronics

In a normally operating photomultiplier, the charge amplitude of the

detector output pulse is proportional to the energy converted in the

scintillator. The timing properties mentioned in the previous paragraphs are

related to both the amplitude and the pulse shape. The pulse is also

submitted to shape fluctuations, because in the processes in the detector

a limited number of particles is involved.

The function of the time definition electronics now is to define the moment

of pulse arrival independent of the pulse amplitude, while minimizing the

influence of the pulse shape fluctuations.

Two major effects cause a pulse heigth dependent shift in time between the

arrival of a photomultiplier pulse and the triggering of subsequent

electronics

1) amplitude walk

this is the time shift introduced by applying a fixed trigger level

to pulses with varying height and risetime not equal to zero



2) charge walk

this is the time shift introduced by a charge effect, i.e. because a

finite amount of charge is neccesary to switch the electronics, the

triggering time depends on the pulse slope at the trigger point

u
u
o

threshold threshold

time

amplitude walk

|( j time

amplitude walk +

charge walk

Fig. 3.4 Time walk effects as a function of the pulse amplitude

The two effects are clarified in fig. 3«^- As seen in this figure, the

amplitude walk effect can be made zero by triggering the output electronics

when the pulse height equals a constant fraction of the input signal. The

contribution of the charge walk effect is inversily proportional to the

slope of the pulse at moment of triggering. Furthermore, the contributions

of the statistical variations in the pulse can be minimized by choosing a

proper value for the actual trigger fraction.

These notions have led to the development of the constant-fraction-time-

discrimination method (CFTD). In the CFTD method, the input pulse is split

into two parts. As shown in fig. 3-5. one part is delayed and inverted and

the other is attenuated. After this treatment, both parts are added again to

form a bipolar pulse. The delay is chosen close to the risetime of the

pulses. Changing the attenuation factor now corresponds with changing the

trigger fraction.



The necessity for optimalization

of the trigger fraction can be

understood in a rather qualita-

tive manner, considering the

composition of the photomul-

tiplier output pulse. This

pulse is a convolution of the

illumination function G(t) of

the photocathode and the single

electron response function S(t)

of the photomultiplier. S(t)
2 j

input pulse

attenuation

delay and

inversion

sum

will have a gaussian-like shape'

and G{t) will be a, perhaps

complex, exponential decay

function. Thus, the time

derivative of S(t) can be

assumed to be smaller than the

one of G(t) at the moment of the

start of the pulse. Triggering

at very low fractions will

emphazise the contribution of

the photomultiplier to the total time resolution and triggering at higher

fractions, will cause the scintillator to have the most significant

contribution.

Optimal setting equalizes the contribution of both the photomultiplier and

the scintillator.

Fig. 3-5 Constant fraction pulse shaping

3.2.5 Timing theory

Several theories predict and explain timing properties of scintillation
1 \

detectors. An already mentioned review is given by Moszynski and Bengtson .

The most extended theory is presented by Hyman et al : The timing properties

of the scintillator are described by the photocathode illumination function

and those of the electron multiplier by the single electron response

|

f



function. The transit time spread between the cathode and the first dynode

is folded in by using a probability distribution in which the functional

form resembles that of the SER, but with a different width. The system is

assumed to respond linearly. Several types of time definition have been

considered. The most important are :

1) straight response the time signal is generated when the

photomultiplier current pulse exceeds a

preselected threshold, which is measured

as a fraction of the pulse height

2) integral response the time signal is generated at the crossing

of the integrated current pulse with a

preselected threshold, which is now the

fraction of the charge amplitude of the

pulse

3) centroid response the time signal is referred to the centroid

of a preselected amount of charge, collected

at the anode; the fraction is measured with

reference to the total charge of an average

pulse collected at the anode

No significant difference was reported though in the time resolution that

can be obtained, as a function of the method of time definition.

The original Hyman theory assumed an illumination function representing a

binary scintillation process

-Tt -Tut
I(t) = Y~t (e - e }

where T is the decay time of the first optical level

Yu is ths decay time of the second level

This model does not include any light generation or collection effects. A s ,
J ) j ! • ;

modification was suggested by Bengtson , who described the illumination 'i

function by '%

I



* fG(t)
-t/T

sci

where f
Q(t) is function similar to a gaussian

T . is the scintillator decsiy time
sci

Including the modification, the actual time resolution (Full Width at Half

Maximum of the time distribution), can be expressed in the following manner

FWHM 2.36
sci

7" sci

a sci>
>A>

3.1

where T

N

fr

PM

Jsci

A

H

is the time constant related to the risetime of the

photomultiplier pulse, t « t /2, where t is the

risetime

is the number of primary photoelectrons

is height of the trigger level measured as a

fraction of the height of the photomultiplier

output pulse which is used to generate the output

signal

represents the spread introduced by the time

difference and time spread

= W/2.36, where W is the FWHM of the photocathode

illumination function

= L/2.36, L is the anode pulse duration

is the Hyman function

The original Hyman function H is unaltered by the modification, only the

definition of the arguments is adjusted. Note furthermore that the ratios in

the argument list of H are dimensionless and that the FWHM of the time

spectrum is given in proportionality to the scintillator decay time t. The

function H has been calculated for varying parameters and parameter ratios

and is presented in a graphical representation to make the results

accessable .



The dependence of the FWHM on the number of primary photoelectrons stresses

the importance of the scintillator light yield, the coupling of the

scintillator to the photomultiplier, the quantum efficiency of the

photocathode and the collection efficiency of photoelectrons at the

amplification part of the photomultiplier. The number of primary

photoelectrons is proportional to the energy converted in the scintillator,

or the energy of the gamma which is to be detected and the setting of the

dynamic range.

3-3 SpectruH distortions

Since the positron lifetime is obtained from the shape of a measured

spectrum, the result can be expected to be sensitive to spectrum

distortions. Implementing the shape of a distorted spectrum in the model of

the fit will be difficult in most cases and prevent an accurate calculation

of the intensity without excessive effort. However, one can formulate some

simple rules in order to prevent erroneous contributions. This course will

be followed now.

The processes that yield a faulty contribution to the time spectrum can be

divided into three groups

1) erroneous detection of a single annihilation event

2) summation of signals from different annihilation events

3) Compton scattering of a gamma particle prior to detection

Processes belonging to group 1 are

1.1) one 511 keV gamma is detected in the stop detector, both the second

511 keV gamma and the start gamma in the start detector

1.2) a start gamma detected in the start detector is scattered into

the direction of the stop detector and detected there for a

second time

1.3) as case 1.2, but now with detecting the stop gamma in the stop

detector



In each of the cases 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3i the photons will arrive in the

detectors within a few hundreds of picoseconds. This is short compared to

photomultiplier pulse duration and cannot be discriminated electronically.

The shape and intensity of the faulty spectrum are difficult to interprete,

since both depend on the energy transferred during the Compton scattering

and on the exact time of arrival of the specific photons.

Process 1.1 can be prevented quite easily by not positioning the source and

both scintillators in a straight line, since the two annihilation gamma's

are emitted collinearly. Table 3-3 shows the efficiency for Compton

scattering of a 511 keV gamma, which gives the order of magnitude of the

contribution of this process to the lifetime spectrum.

Table 3.3 Probability of 511 keV Compton scattering in % as a function of

the thickness of a scintillator

thickness

[cm]

0.5
1.0

2.0
4.0

plastic

4.727

9-23

17.6

32.1

BaFj

22.97

44.86

85.54
100

To be more precise, the efficiency for detection of a 5 H keV gamma equals

the fraction of erroneous events, but this efficiency should include

multiple Compton scattering and, if that occurs, photoeffect. On the other j

hand, not all faulty events cause distortion in the time spectrum. Table 3-3

stresses the need to prevent the process. ,;•

The energy resolution of the detectors is too poor to filter out the effect i$
4

by single channel discrimination, even in the case of a BaFj scintillator. i

?



The relative intensity of process 1.2 will be an order of magnitude lower

than that of process 1.1 in the in-line geometry. It is possible to derive

an upper limit for the dynamic range settings of the stop detector as a

function of the minimum Compton scatter angle for which process 1.2 is

prohibited. The argument is that, after scattering of the start gamma, the

remaining energy has to be sufficient to be accepted by the SCA of the stop

channel.

The calculation is performed by recalling that the energy transferred to a

Compton electron depends on the angle of scattering of the gamma ray in the
*)

following manner

u _ hv/mc (l-cos6) hv 2

1 + hv/mc (l-cos6)

where E is the energy transferred to the Compton

electron

hv is the energy of the primary gamma

m is the electron rest mass

8 is the Compton scatter angle

E, hv and me are in equal units

Assuming that the energy conversion in the scintillator takes place in a

single Compton scatter event, equation 3-2 can be used to obtain a

mathematical expression for the dynamic range set on the Compton edge of a

gamma of energy hv :

inn' < to <
l+2hv/mc

where 6 is the dynamic range

E' is the energy accepted by the

single channel analyzer jj

Thus, the minimum accepted energy in the stop detector is
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Emin.stop = | t 1 " % t > • " e 2

and the maximum remaining energy of the start gamma scattered in the start

detector

pt r 2 2hv , 6start,-.
100

Choosing E = 127? keV (which is the energy of the start gamma of 22Na)s t&rt
and setting E m i n S t o p= E ^ ^ yields

stop,maximum" jj start

Numerical values are given in table 3-4.

Table 3-4 Maximum dynamical range of the stop detector as a function of the

dynamical range of the start detector

start stop, maximum |

20 50

40 25
60 0

The minimum angle in which the gamma is scattered from the start detector to

reach the stop detector, may also limit the maximum scattered gamma energy.

Calculation, however, shows that <5stoD max'mum ̂
u e t o t h i s limitation is

always larger than, or equal to, 75 % which is large compared to the numbers

given in table 3.4.

Multiple Compton scattering affects both the definition of the dynamic range

and the energy remaining after scattering. As long as the chance of multiple
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Compton scattering is comparable in both detectors, the results of table 3-1*

will remain valid in first order approximation.

Process 1.3 is quite similar to 1.2 the difference being that in 1.3 the

dynamical range of the stop detector cannot be used to suppress the effect

and that the intensity of 1.3 is once again an order of magnitude lower than

the intensity of 1.2. Suppressing is still possible by shielding the stop

detector. However, no experimental evidence has been found which stresses

the need of such shielding.

Photoeffect does not play a role in processes 1.2 and 1.3.

The second class of processes that contribute to the faulty part of the time

spectrum depends of the rate of detection of particles in the detector. The

chance of a particle being detected t' seconds after the previous detection,

is

P(f ) = [1 - e"at'].P(0)

where P(0) is the chance of detection of the particle

a is the mean count rate

Thus, summation of signals in the time spectrometer will occur if t'<<l/a,

where t' corresponds with the duration of the signals. The count rate a

is,of course, the count rate in a single detector. In a fast-slow time

spectrometer this summation effect can occur in the energy discrimination

side channel and, if so, will inhibit proper operation of the single channel

discriminators. The effect can be prevented by proper pile-up rejection

system. If such a system is applied, the count rate in the spectrometer is

limited. Fast-fast systems inherently suffer far less from this effect and,

as will be seen in 3•^•3. can be guarded quite properly.

Fig. 3-6a shows a spectrum recorded with a fast-slow spectrometer without

pile-up rejection and a coincidence count rate of about 30/s. The deviation

from an undisturbed lifetime spectrum can be clearly noticed at the left

side of the peak. Since in this case the specific data acquisition system of

the spectrometer simultaneously records the time spectra with the energy

conditions applied and without, the spectrum can be corrected by
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substracting a proper fraction of the spectrum without energy conditions

from the spectrum with energy conditions. Fig. 3.6b shows the result after

applying this method on the spectrum of fig. 3.6a. The method, however,

provides only a first order correction and cannot be applied if large

fractions of the spectrum have to be substracted. Applying pile-up rejection

systems seems a better solution. Still, high count rates necessitate the use

of fast-fast time spectrometers.

b)

50 100 150 200 250 3(30 100 150 2':";

Fig. 3>6 a) Spectrum of defect-free Al with summation effect originated in

the energy discrimination chain of a fast-slow time spectrometer

b) The same spectrum after correction for pile-up

This leaves us with the third group of processes causing distortion of the

time spectrum. Compton scattering before detection means that the gamma does

not travel directly from the sample to the detector, and, therefore, arrives

later. The amount of delay involved depends on the Compton scatter angle and

the geometrical position of the scatter origin. The shape of the erroneous

part of the spectrum can only be calculated investing large effort and the

result will depend on the size and electron density of the specific samples

involved. Relation 3-2 shows that limiting the dynamic ranges will decrease

the contribution of this effect to an umimportant magnitude.



From this discussion, it can be concluded that an optimum spectrometer is a

fast-fast set up positioned in a geometry in which no straight line cuts the

scintillators and the source. If this geometry is combined with a setting of

the dynamic range which is about 30 % for the stop channel and kO % for the

start channel, recorded spectra will not suffer significant deviation from

the pure model.

The time resolution also profits from a dynamic range which is not too large

(see eq. 3-1)•
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The resolution of a typical time spectrometer has been improved by covering the scintillalor surface with a combination of smooth
and created aluminum foil. A de.scription is given of the computer simulations that helped us find this improvement, r.xncnmenui
tests showed lime resolutions ( : ! Na-windows) of fwhm - 250 ps for a polished surface and f»hm - 2(K) ps for the optimized
treatment.

We are interested in fast timing, to establish positron
lifetimes inside materials. The goal is to use these life-
times in the study of size and origin of defects in
materials.

A typical time spectrometer consists of (wo scintilla-
tion detectors connected to an electronic liming cir-
cuitry. Using large sc'iuillators, one of the limitations to
the time resolution in such a spectrometer is the light
collecting process in the scinlillators. Former work on
the reduction of the time spread involved in this process
was done by Kogel |1]. Kogel recommended the use of
conical scintillators in which scattering notches were
cut. The scattering notches were meant to minimize
round-going reflections within the scintiliafor.

In this work we wanted (o obtain comparable or
better results without having to cut the scinlillators.
Two computer programs were developed for this pur-
pose. In the first, 1LLUM1. it is possible to examine the
effect of shape and surface treatment on the lime spread
of the photons that reach the cathode of the photomulti-
plier. This program is used to compare the time spread
of the photons reaching the cathode for two cylinders
and a cone with different surface treatments. A second
program, 1LLUM2, gives a more quantitative result,
meant to clarify the effect of light output. With (he
second program the surface treatment of the cone, which
came out best using ILLUM1, is optimized with respect
to the light output. A figure of merit is defined and
experimental tests are performed to check its predictive
value and to improve the setup.

In the first program, 1LLUM1, it is possible to
generate a number of light rays with a fixed intensity at
chosen points in the scintillator. These rays are allowed
to reflect in a specified way on the wall of the scintilla-
tor, until they reach (he cathode of the photomultiplier.
A reflection coefficient is incorporated in the simulation
to account for a loss of intensity at each reflection. The
value of this reflection coefficient depends on the type

O168-9OO2/85/SO3.3O © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)

of reflection, as described below. Two histograms, re-
lated to the coordinates of (he origin of the scintillation,
are accumulated:
- The first containing the transit limes ( for light rays
from the .scintillation point till their impact on the
photocalhode, added to the transit time of a gamma
particle travelling from a source position to the scintilla-
tion point. An example is given in fig. 1.
- The second containing the remaining intensities / of
the rays. When the intensity of a light ray falls below t
specified minimum, (he ray is skipped.

In two registers both the transit times and the transit
times squared will be accumulated. The mean transit
time / and its standard deviation for each scintillation
spot can be derived from these numbers. It is also
possible to calculate the mean transit time as a function
of the coordinates of the scintillation point. This func-
tion is shown in fig. 2 for three different detector shapes.

§

25

16

8

0.

A
ill
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200
tCp«J

Fig. 1. Histogram for the transit time t for a fixed scintillation
spot.



a 2 b 2

a 3 b 3

c 2

c 3

Fig. 2. The mean transit time I as a function of the coordinates of the scintillation spot for several geometries: a - cilinder 0 2.0 cm. height 4.0 cm; b - cilindcr 0 4.0 cm. height
1.0 cm; c - cone top 0 2.2 cm, base 0 3.75 cm. height 3.92 cm; 1 - smooth surface; 2 - with diffuse reflecting lop surface (lypc Rl) ; 3 - with 6 strips of diffuse reflecting surface
(reflection type Rl ) .
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and three different surface treatments. The different
pictures in fig. 2 are marked with a letter and a number.
The letter reflects the type of scintillator and the num-
ber the surface treatment as explained in the figure
caption. In the figure / is-calculated for a set of about
80 points situated in a plane (the x-y plane) through
the axis of the scintillator. The distance of each point to
the cathode plane is represented by its ^-coordinate and
v designates the distance to the axis of the scintillator.
Note that the x- and j'-axes in the pictures are renor-
malized and do not reflect the shape of the specific
scintillator very precisely.

Four different types of reflection are included in the
programs:
51. Reflection of a smooth surface, according lo regular

reflection. The direction of the reflected ray and the
distribution of the light intensity over reflection and
refraction is according to the theory of geometrical
optics (see e.g. ref. (2J).

52. Reflection of a smooth surface covered with a bright
reflecting foil (e.g. aluminum). The direction of the
reflected rays is according lo regular reflection, the
reflection coefficient is kept fixed at 0.8.

Rl. Reflection of a rough surface (e.g. white painted
surface). In this case the direction of the reflected
ray is chosen in random way as well as the value of
the reflection coefficient (between 0.0 and 0.8).

R2. Reflection of a rough surface covered with bright
foil (e.g. creased aluminium). The direction of the
reflected rays is chosen randomly. The reflection
coefficient is kept fixed at 0.8.

These reflection types are chosen, of course, because
they can be realized quite easily in a practical setup.

In fig. 2 (al, bl and cl) circulating reflections in
polished scinlillators can easily be recognized from the
larger values of i at (he edges of the scintillator. These
reflections disappear for the greater part when six dif-
fuse reflecting strips are added, as shown in fig. 2 (a3,
b3 and c3). The strips, about 10° wide, are placed along
the lateral part of the scintillator in the direction of the
axis. Fig. 3 shows a sketch of this situation. Another
way to improve the /-surface is to introduce a diffuse
reflecting layer at the top of the scintillators, as can be
observed in fig. 2 (a2, b2 and c2). A combination of
strips and diffuse top layer seems to be the appropriate
solution to obtain the most flat (-surface. The plots of
fig. 2 (al, bl, c l) have been calculated by using reflec-
tions of type SI, those of fig. 2, (a2, b2, c2) and (a3, b3,
c3), by using reflections of type SI combined with type
Rl.

From fig. 2 (b2, b3) and (c2, c3) only it will not be
clear that the conical shape is the best one, because the
cilindrical shape looks the belter. However, one has to
keep in mind that the volume of the cone is a lot larger
than that of the cilinder and that the statistics of the
figures are not completely equal. In this respect the

Fig. J. Sketch of the conical .scimillaior with .six diffuse strips.

conical shape is by far more favourable.
In order to have the opportunity of comparing mea-

surements and calculations and also to represent a more
practical situation, a second program. ILLUM2. has
been produced. In this program "gamma rays" are
generated, originating from a source positioned in front
of the detector. They leave the source in random direc-
tions, but face towards the detector. The interaction
point jf a specific ray with the sciniillator material, i.e.
the position where the scintillation photons will be
generated, is established along the intersecting line in a
random way, but taking into account the absorption
properties of the material. The rays are considered to
have only one Compion interaction in the scintillator.
In (he same manner as in the first program a mean
transit time is calculated, which is designated by T,
because it is a value for the integral scintillator and does
not contain the dependence on the coordinates of the
scintillation point. The mean intensity of the rays
reached the cathode is named /.

Results obtained with this program are shown in the
first four columns of table 1. The dimensions of the
cone are as in the caption of fig. 2. For the polished
scintillator once again reflection type SI is used: for the
creased aluminum foil type R2. The idea lo use creased
aluminum foil to achieve diffuse reflections was to
increase light output as much as possible. This idea also
induced the third possibility in table 1, namely a scintil-
lator with axial strips and a lop of creased aluminum
foil, lo prevent circulating reflections, and the remain-
ing parts of smooth aluminum foil to redirect rays (hat
would escape by refraction in (he case of a polished
surface. In (he last case reflection types S2 and R2 were
used.

As explained, the o values printed are a measure for
•he time spread introduced by the light collecting pro-
cess. Consequently by adding the smooth aluminum foil
the standard deviation a of T is not influenced percep-
tibly, only the light output / increases by more than
20%.

The effect of (he light output has been taken into
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Table 1
Some results of the calculations (for one scimillaior. without the contribution of a photomultiplier). together with values obtained
during measurements (two scintillators. the effect of pholornullipliers included)

f |ps)
calculated

o(psJ
calculated calculated

*/f\ [ps|
calculated

o(ps!
measured (error)

Polished cone 464
Creased AI foil on top + strips 525
Top + strips + smooth AI foil 525

43
37
37

0.40
0.45
0.55

68
55
49

106(1)
94(1)
85(1)

account by showing a figure of merit, represented by the
ratio a/fl. which can be used as an indication for Ihc
total quality of the scintillator. Also, according to Hy-
man |3,4], the a of the observed lime distribution is
inversely proportional to ^7, so the entries in column 4
of table 1 will be indicative for o "s to be measured.

The lime resolution of a conventional fast-slow time
spectrometer has been measured lo accompany the
calculations. On both detectors conical scintillators have
boon mounted with the dimensions of the one used in
the calculations and three different surface treatments
us referred to in table 1. The polished cone has been
fitted in a container (made of delrin), that only (ouches
the top edge of the scintillator. The strips and (op of
creased aluminum foil have been attached using the
appropriate optical kit (we used Dow Corning 20-057
Optical Coupling Compound). To add the smooth
aluminum foil, a cap of aluminized mylar foil was
placed over the scintillator. The aluminized mylar foil
proved itself quite useful, because it does nol crease.
Fig. 4 shows i schematic drawing of the finally used
detector configuration.

The measured values of a have been added to table
1. These o s have been measured using a 21 Na source of
about 10 jiCi strength which has previously been pre-
pared for positron lifetime measurements. At both sides
of the source an aluminum single crystal was mounted.
The resulting lifetime spectrum was deconvolved using
the program RESOLUTION of Kirkegaard and Eldrup
[5]. This program fits the positron lifetimes together
with the resolution of the spectrometer. For each surface
treatment the fwhm's obtained in this way are checked
with a *°Co source and the same window settings. These
results only differed a few picoseconds and those of the
22 Na source are shown in table 1.

The o's shown in the fifth column of table 1 are
made up of the contributions of two systems, whereas
the calculations have only reference to one system.
Roughly, the response of one system corresponds to the
indicated values, divided by Jl. Also the calculations
do not account for the contribution of the photomulti-
plier. whereas the measurements obviously include this
effect. In using the entries of column 4 of the table, one
can calculate this contribution to be about 35 ps. These

Fig. 4. Drawing of the finally used detector geometry: a -
container of the scintillator. b - cap of aluminized mylar foil,
c - conical scintillator, d - creased aluminum foil.
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values are much smaller than the ones in column 4, so
that the statement that these values can be used as an
indication of the total quality of the system has here-
with been confirmed.

During the measurements with the different surface
treatments only the .treatment of the scintillators and
the setting of the high voltage have been adjusted.
Composing the spectrometer we selected two photomul-
lipliers out of six on their relative gain at a fixed high
voltage. Although this selection is not unimportant, it
does not influence the improvement in time resolution
that is achieved by assembling the creased and smooth
aluminum foil.

Supported by measurement and calculation we think
to have found a surface treatment which is close to
perfect, simple and generally applicable. In addition this
treatment does not harm the quality of the scintillator
material, as can be easily the case if one machines the
surface. The figure of merit o / v 7 is shown to have
some predictive value with respect to the measured time
resolutions.

The scinlillators (Pilot U) have been mounted to
Philips XP2020 photomultipliers. The CFTD was an
Ortec 934. the TAC an Ortec 467. The 8th dynode or
the XP2O2O has been used for energy selection, the
energy windows have been set at 1275 keV (30%) and
Sl l keV (30%). The "Monte Carlo" programs (IL-
LUM1 and ILLUM2) have been coded in FORTRAN
77 and run on a DEC PDP11/44 computer.
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The time resolution has been measured of a BaF2 scinliiUtor mounted onto an [TL CPPM 320 U V channelptai? photomuliiplier.
We obtained a intrinsic lime resolution of 235 ps (fwhm) at 1.3 McV. Compared to 120 ps for a Pilot U-XP2O2O reference detector
(hi* result i.v rather poor. The explanation is found in the relatively poor quantum efficiency of the channelplate photomuliiplier.

I. Introduction

At the moment fast time spectrometers for gamma
rays are being operated by means or organic scinliila-
icrs coupled to staged pholomultipliers (PM). The scin-
tillators and the PMs contribute approximately equally
lo the limitation of the time-resolving power of such
spectrometers.

Recently mounted microchannel-plale pholomulli-
pliers (MCP) have become available. These devices have
a much smaller time spread than PMs. Moreover, a new
scintillation crystal, BaF2, has been introduced. This
scintillafor emits UV light at a wavelength of 225 nm
with a decay lime of 600 ps, which is shorter than the
decay time of any organic scimillator known et present.
In addition to the fast 600 ps component Che scintillaior
emits a slow 600 ns component at a wavelength of 310
nm. Apart from the advantage of the fast component,
B;iF2 is attractive because of the high atomic number of
R.i (56) and the relatively high density of 4.88 g/cm3,
which are favourable properties for a high photopeak
detection efficiency for gamma rays.

So far, the tests of these new components in time
spectrometers have been restricted to measurements with
either a BaF2 scintillator coupled to an XP2O20Q PM
[1]. or an organic scintillator (NE111) coupled to an
MCP [2j. In the first case the time resolution is practi-
cally equal to that of a "normal" NE111-PM combina-
tion. However, the detection efficiency and. the energy
resolution are far better for the BaF2 detector. In the
case of an Ne l l I-MCP combination the time-resolving
power is relatively poor compared with an NE111-PM
detector. This fact is attributed to the lower photoelec-
tron yield of the MCP [2].

In spite of the disappointing results in the latter case,
it is worth trying the BaF3-MCP combination. The fact
is that for a BaF2-PM detector the transit-time spread

O168-9OO2/85/JO3.3O © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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of electrons, in going from the photocathode to the first
dynode, is - O.S ns, whereas in the BaF2-MCP case this
number is less than SO ps. Consequently, it may well be
that the loss in resolving power due lo poor photoelec-
tron yield of the MCP is compensated for by the fast
responses of the BaF2 crystal and the MCP.

Until very recently it was not possible lo test a
BaF2-MCP combination as no MCP was available with
a window with an appreciable transmission at 225 nm.
The introduction of an MCP with an MgF2 window by
ITL and the fact that ITL willingly placed such an MCP
at our disposal, enabled us to test a BaF2-MCP combi-
nation in a lime spectrometer.

For a proper judgement of the time resolution of the
XP2020 in the case of refs. (1| and (2) and the present
results, it should be noted that the authors of both
references took the timing signal from Ihe 9th dynode of
the XP2020 whereas we have used the anode. Bengtson
[3] predicts an improvement in time resolution of a
factor of 1.2-1.4 when the dynode signal is used instead
of the anode.

2. Experimental setup

The BaF2-MCP detector consisted of an 8 mm high,
14 mm diameter, cylindrical BaF2 crystal with polished
end faces, mounted onto a 3-stage MCP, type CPPM
320 UV of ITL, by means of silicone oil with a kine-
matic viscosity of 60000 cs.

This detector was tested in a conventional fast-slow
time spectrometer wilh Ortec 934 CFTDs (fixed frac-
tion of 20%) and an Ortec 467 TAC. The reference
counter consisted of a Pilot U plastic scintillalor cou-
pled to an XP2O2O PM. The scintillator was cut as a
cone wilh a height of 3.9 cm, a base diameter of 3.8 cm
and a top diameter of 2.2 cm. Its time resolution was
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120 ps, with the energy selection set on the upper 50%
of the Compton edge of the "'Co gamma ray of 1.3
MeV. The reference counter produced the START sig-
nal, the BaF2-MCP detector the STOP signal.

For comparison we also performed some measure-
ments in which the MCP was replaced by an XP2O2OQ
photomultiplier.

Energy discrimination was obtained by connecting
the 8th dynode of the reference counter to the slow-chain
of the time spectrometer. Because the MCP has only
one output, in this case energy discrimination was ob-
tained by setting the threshold of the CFTO lo about
0.7 times the maximum pulse height when using a 1.3
MeV gamma source. The same procedure was applied
for the XP2020Q.

To study the energy resolution, spectra were re-
corded in the following way. The MCP was connected
lo a charge preamplifier and a spectroscopy amplifier.
In the case of the XP2O2OQ, the anode signal was fed

directly inco a single shaping amplifier. The use of
anode pulses instead of dynode pulses prevents distor-
tion of the spectrum by the noise of zener diodes near
the dynode output, so a clearer view of the energy
resolution of the detector is possible.

We used *°Co and a2Na radioactive sources, both
with a source strength of a few /iCi. The *°Co source
emils iwo coincidenl gamma rays (1170 and 1330 keV),
The lifetime of the intermediate state is less than 1 pt
which makes '"Co particularly useful for a study of time
resolution. JJNa is not suited for this purpose because
of the positron lifetime of a few hundred ps. The "N«
source was used to study the energy resolution.

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows pulses directly from (he anode of the
CPPM 320 UV with the BaF2 crystal. The MCP wu

Fig. 1. Anode pulses of the BaFj-CPPM 320 UV detector: (a)
60Co source; (b) "Na source.

Fig. 2. Anode pulses of the BaF2-XP2020Q detector: (a) "Co
source; (b) 22Na source.
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operated al 4550 V and the photographs were taken
from the screen of a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope with
7A19 vertical amplifier (500 Mtfc). Fig. la shows the
response for a " C o source and fig. lb for a a N a

source. The anode pulses of the MCP show a very short
risetime. about 800 ps, which is approximately the
minimum risetime of the oscilloscope. There is a serious
ringing effect visible and the different gamma ray en-
ergies are hard to recognize.

For comparison figs. 2a and 2b show the anode
pulses of an XP2O2OQ pholomulliplier with the BaF2

crystal. The pulses are much slower (risetime > 2 ns),
and show no ringing. The two lines of " N a (1275 and
511 kcV) are easily recognizable. The slow 600 ns decay
component of the BaF2 shows up as the thick base line
alter the pulse.

In matching the constant fraction discriminator to
the MCP it was clearly demonstrated that we were
dealing with extremely fast pulses. The delay in the
CFTD is an external cable, added to an internal part of
700 ps. In the case of the MCP the internal delay had to
be short-circuited by a small piece of cable. The length
of the resulting delay was determined from the cross-over
on the oscilloscope screen and turned out to be about
200 ps. This indicates thai the riselime of the pulses is
of the order of 200 ps. Figs. 3a and 3b show the zero
cross-over points of the MCP and the XP2O2OQ. respec-
tively. In fig. 3c the zero cross-over of the XP2020Q is
enlarged to the same scale as in fig. 3a for better
comparison.

Fig. 4 shows the resulting time spectrum for a *°Co
source. The fwhm of this peak is 264 ps which is worse
than measured with the conventional apparatus. With
120 ps resolution for the reference counter this is ~ 235

9090

3000

2000

ioeo

?1.9 pt/chon.

<- FHHH«2o* p«

Fig. 3. Monitor signs! of the Ortec 934 CFTD. (a) BaF, -CPPM
320 UV detector, (b) BaFj-XP2020Q detector, (c)
BaF2 -XP2O2OQ enlarged.

Fig. 4. w Co time spectrum of ihe BaF2-CPPM 320 UV
detector vs reference counter; fwhm - 264 ps.
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Fig. 5. Energy spectra of the BaFj-CPPM 320 UV detector: (a) *°Co source: (b) ! 2 Na source.
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see

300

200

190

21.9 p*/chon.

-> <- FHHM-200 pa

Ijg. 6. *°Cn time spectrum of the BaF,-XP2O2OQ detector vs
inference counter: fwhm « 200 ps.

ps intrinsic resolution for the BaF2-MCP combination.
Figs. 5a and 5b show the energy spectra for *°Co and
for " N a respectively. For comparison and to check our
BaF, scintillator. we also recorded time and energy
spectra with the XP2020Q photomultiplier and the BaF2

scintillator. They are shown in figs. 6 and 7. The time
resolution is 200 ps, i.e. (he intrinsic resolution for the
BaFj-PM combination is 160 ps. From a comparison of
Tigs. 5 and 7 it is clear that (he energy resolution is
much belter in the BaF3-PM case. The 511 keV line in
fig. 7a has a resolution of 18.5% (fwhm).

4. Discussion

4.1. Oscilloscope images

The ringing effect visible in figs, la and lb probably
has two reasons. The first is that the frequency char-
acteristic of the oscilloscope is not perfectly flat for high
frequencies, which causes a 7% top-to-top ringing in (he
case of the 7A19 vertical amplifier (according to the
specifications). The other is that the MCP may have an
inadequate 50 SI housing or anode design, as has been
observed for several other MCPs [4].

To check these phenomena we tried (he faster verti-
cal amplifier 7A21N (1 GHz) in our oscilloscope, com-
bined with a HP 8847D 1.3 GHz amplifier. The oscillo-
scope has a fixed input of 4 V/div. and (he amplifier
has a maximum amplification of 100. In this case signal
level and noise ratio appeared loo low to work with.

Another possibility for a check is 10 lower the rise-
time of the anode pulses a little: the addition of a serial
resistance to the anode chain resulted in a lowering of
the ringing effect and no clear deterioration of the
risetime.

On the grounds of the above and the observation
made in adjusting the CFTD, the conclusion may be
drawn that (he anode pulses are very steep indeed, with
a risetime of a few hundred ps, and (hat the pulses are
likely (o be higher than observed.

4,2. Time resolution

We consider the time spread of the anode pulses of
an MCP and a staged photomultiplier somewhat closer.
For the time resolution of a scintillation detector we can
write

fwhm = l.'ibrN' >/2H ps, (1)

in which the factor 2.36 gives the relation between the
standard deviation and the fwhm; T is the decay time of
(he scintillation light involved ( - 600 ps). N is the
number of pholoeleclrons emilted by the photocaihode
at the gamma ray energy considered, and H is Hyman's
function [5|. H takes into account how the time resolu-
tion is affected by
1) the standard deviation of the distribution of the

arrival times of a photon at the cathode. <•„,
2) (he standard deviation of the transit lime of the

photomultiplier, oP M . and
3) the anode pulse duration L for an infinitely short

light pulse at the photocathode.
(Note that PM stands for "staged photomultiplier"
while arM denotes the time spread in the anode pulses
of both a staged photomultiplier and a microchannel-
plate photomultiplier.)

We will try to evaluate the parameters involved in a
simple way.
BaF2 produces 2000 pholons/MeV of the fast compo-
nent. We use quantum efficiencies of respectively 6%
and 25%, the former having been communicated to us
by ITL (the observed difference in energy resolution is
roughly in agreement with these numbers). If 50% of the
light enters the MCP or PM, we end up with respec-
tively - 80 and - 325 photoelectrons at 1.3 MeV of
converted gamma ray energy.
In (able 1 some properties of the detector combinations
are presented.

In the case of the staged photomultiplier oP M is
essentially the transit time spread of the electrons in
going from the cathode to the first dynode, which is
calculated by using [6]

in which
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Fig. 7. Energy spectra of the BaF2-XP2O2OQ detector; (A) wCo source; (b) " N a source.
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Fig 8. Calculated values of Hyman's function H.

m is the electron mass (g).
e is the electron charge (C),
£ 0 is the electron field strength between cathode and

first dynode (V/m),
Wn is the maximum energy component normal to the

cathode (J).
lln is calculated from the wavelength of the photons

emitted by the BaFj (X — 225 nm) and the threshold
energy of the cathode of the XP2O2OQ (£ , h - 1.85 eV).
Eu is taken as 125 V/cm.

In the case of the MCP we use the factory value of
i7PM = 100 ps. For the anode pulse duration L factory
values are taken for both the PM and the MCP.

The time spread in the scintillator, o^, is calculated
from the decay time of the light emitted by the BaF2

and a guess of the time spread introduced by the
reflections this light undergoes before reaching the
cathode. The decay time of the scintillation light is
T = 600 ps. so the light pulse has a width of 420 ps
(fwhm) and a standard deviation o - 4 2 0 / 2 . 3 6 - 178
ps. Reflections in the scintillalor will cause a contribu-

Table 1
Timing properties

N

"*,
L

BaF2-PM

325
500 ps
360 ps

2400 ps

BaFj-MCP

80
100 ps
360 ps
10 ps

tion of - 300 ps, so the total scintillalor time spread
yields o^, — 360 ps, for both detectors of course.

For a better understanding of the theoretical time
resolution we will have to estimate Hyman's function.
Apart from the fraction of the CFTD. the arguments of
H are A / T and a/A, in which A - Z./2.36 and a =
(«PM + <£>1/2- F'g- 8 shows plots of H (5].

For the MCP we have the values A / T = 0.007 and
a/A - 89. Since fig. 8 does not show H for these values,
it is not possible to use fig. 8 in a direct way. However,
we seen that a decrease of A / T from 1/24 to 1/48 has
hardly any effect. Also, if A / T decreases the influence
of o/A becomes very small. Apparently H does not
become lower and the time resolution does not improve.
When we consider the physical meaning of X / T , the
anode pulse duration relative to the scintillation light
decay time, it is not unreasonable to expect tSiat H is a
smoothly decreasing function of A / T and that H is very
close to a minimal value at A / T = 1/24 or A / T - 1/48.
This means that the contribution of the MCP to the
time resolution is negligibly small.

To summarize, we end up with
1) a value of H which is likely to be a little lower in the

case of the BaF2-MCP detector, and
2) a number of electrons emitted by the cathode which

is evidently a lot lower in the case of the BaFj-MCP
detector.
Reconsidering eq. (I), it becomes clear that the time

resolution of the BaF2-MCP detector will not be as
good as hoped for, the reason being the low quantum
efficiency of the MCP. The short anode pulse of the
MCP and the low transit time spread are unable to
compensate for the loss in quantum efficiency.

S. Conclusion

The measurements showed a time resolution for one
BaF2-CPPM 320 UV detector of fwhm = 235 ps at a
gamma ray energy of 1.3 MeV. Time resolution mea-
surements of the combination BaF2-XP2020Q showed
fwhm - 1 6 0 ps.

The conclusion can be drawn that, although the
MCP has a small time spread and a very small anode
pulse duration, the BaF2-MCP detector cannot compete
in time resolution with a BaF2-XP2020Q detector be-
cause of the difference in quantum efficiency. Another
effect of the low quantum efficiency is the poor energy
resolution. Therefore the MCP will become attractive
only if its quantum efficiency is increased and becomes
comparable with that of an XP2020Q.

Moreover, it should be noted that we used the anode
signal of the PM for liming; the use of a dynode signal
will once again improve the time resolution obtainable
with PMs [3] and increase the difference in time resolu-
tion between a PM and an MCP.
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*)
3.4.3 Fast timing with photomultiplier dynode pulses

Abstract

Timing results are presented obtained with a time definition system using

photomultiplier dynode pulses without any further shaping. The dynode pulses

are fed into a zero cross-over time discriminator with upper and lower level

energy selectors.

Timing measurements were performed with the XP2020(Q) photomultiplier and

several scintillators, being small NE111 cilinders, two different sizes of

Pilot U conicals and BaF2 cilinders. The best time resolution of 100-2 ps

FWHM per detector pair and ' °Co has been obtained with the NE111

sc.i itillators.

Several positron lifetime spectrometers have been built with this timing

system. The best time resolution measured with 2 ZNa was 1-' ~> ps 1'WHM for tht

NElll scintillators. With BaF2 scintillators, a resolution of 162 ps FWHM

could be obtained.

A detailed description of the adjusting procedure is given which ensures

reproducibility of the resolutions within a few ps.

3.4.3.1 Introduction

Improvement of the resolution of time spectrometers used in positron

lifetime measurements in material science is of major importance. A timing

system is presented which uses directly photomultiplier dynode pulses

without the conventional constant fraction timing.

Pulses from a dynode of a photomultiplier have a smaller risetime than those
5 )

from the anode . The larger risetime at the anode is due to the fact that a

parasitic contribution to the anode pulse is introduced by electrons

travelling towards the last dynode from the preceding one. Therefore the use

of dynode pulses is preferable in fast timing applications. A dynode pulse *
(1

is bipolar. The negative part of the pulse represents the electrons arriving |

*} Accepted for publication in Nucl. Instr. and Methods A •
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at the specific dynode and the larger positive part represents the electrons

leaving the dynode after amplification.

5 \

Apart from a preliminary test ', fast dynode pulses have until now been used

in a mode in which they are inverted and fed into a conventional constant

fraction discriminator ', or fed into a constant fraction discriminator made
5 )7 \

suitable for positive input pulses . The above mentioned preliminary test

indicated that the time resolution obtainable by the use of internal shaping

of the dynode pulses is worse than that of the above mentioned constant
5 )

fraction methods . We now will demonstrate that the internal shaping method

gives results which are at least equally good.

Internal shaping is comparable with constant fraction shaping, but different

in the sense that the the former has fewer degrees of freedom. That is, if

the internal fraction is defined as the ratio of the amplitude between the

negative part and the positive part of the pulses, the internal fraction can

be changed by changing the voltage between the dynode from which the signal

is taken and the previous one. Note that the definition of the internal

fraction is different from the definition of the fraction in conventional

constant fraction timing. The range of obtainable internal fractions is

limited by the obtainable secondary emission factor of the dynodes. The time

delay between the negative part and the positive part is of the order of the

risetime of the pulses. Using the internally shaped pulses, a time reference

signal is obtained from the zero cross-over. Thus, the amplitude walk is

zero. Optimization with regard to the statistical properties of the pulses

is equivalent to optimization of the fraction, analogous to constant

fraction timing.

Thus, the described method is more simple than conventional constant

fraction shaping. Due to the omission of the external shaping circuitry, the

signal to noise ratio will be better in this case and no extra reflection is

added to the signal. The obtainable time resolution, however, may be limited

by the obtainable internal fractions, which fact apparently led to the
5 )

conclusion of the earlier tests .
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Fig. 3.7 Photomultiplier base circuit
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}A.3.2 Photomultiplier base construction

Dynode pulses are obtained from the circuit of the photomultiplier base of

the XP2020(Q) shown in fig. 3.7. The dynode pulse pick-off part equals the

circuit suggested by Bengtson et al. . A zener stabilized first

amplification step was chosen so that this critical part is not

significantly influenced by adjustements of the total amplification of the

tube or of the internal fraction. The pulse pick-off was attached as close

as possible to the base connection pin, minimizing pulse distortion due to

line inductances. However, in order to build a reliable system with

interchangeable components, we did not make the connection inside the

photomultiplier socket. In order to have a continuously and easily

adjustable internal fraction, the voltage step between d8 and d9 was made

variable.

Fig. 3-8 shows a dynode pulse obtained with an NE111 cylindrical

scintillator (diam. 2.5 cm, height O.5 cm), an XP2020 photomultiplier and

the base circuit from fig. 3.7. After the described negative and positive
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parts, some ringing is visible. Because the timing signal is extracted from

the zero cross-over, this ringing is assumed not to influence the timing

results.

Fig. 3.8 Dynode pulse from an XP2020 with an NE111 scintillator

3.4.3-3 Pulse shaping process

Fig. 3.9 shows a dynode pulse obtained from a detector with a BaF2

scintillator at an internal fraction of 17 %• The pulse consists of two

negative parts and a positive part. Assuming the seperate parts to have the

shape of a normal anode pulse , the total pulse shape can be simulated. In

fig- 3-9 such a simulation is included. Fig. 3-10 shows an enlarged view of

the dynode pulse for the minimum internal fraction of 6 !£, which is about

the setting in which the best timing results are obtained. The simulation is

also shown in this figure. In the case of the minimum internal fraction, the

three parts ere still existing, but the delay between the second and third

part has become much smaller than the risetime of the pulses. Thus the

second part is practically cancelled and two parts remain.

From both figures we can conclude that the pulse formation process is more

complicated than the simple picture sketched in the introduction. There are

two possible explanations. One is that the first negative part represents

electrons travelling from d7 to d8 and the second part electrons travelling
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Fig. 3-9 Dynode pulse and simulation with internal fraction of 17 %
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Fig. 3-10 Enlarged view of the negative part-of a dynode pulse and

simulation with internal fraction of 6 %

from d8 to d9- The second explanation is that the double negative part is

formed by electrons travelling from d8 to d9 in combination with a parasitic

current of electrons coming directly from d7 and 'kipping d8. rhis parasitic

current would represent the non-optimal charge collection at d8. Cons- Ting

the first explanation, we observe from f. ,. 3-9 an extremely large coupling



between the current from d7 to d8 and the pulse at d9. Considering the

second explanation, a large contribution of the parasitic current can be

expected in the pulse of fig. 3-9 because of the unusual setting of the

voltages of the specific dynodes ( V (dQ-d9)
V and V(d9-dl0)= 2 0 0

However, in the pulse of fig. 3.10 the effect still exists. This would

implicate that the parasitic component is used for timing. A complete

understanding requires a precise calculation of the electric fields in the

photomultiplier and is beyond the scope of this article.

OUT

LOUER LEV/EL

fiONITOR OUT

Fig. 3-11 Block scheme of the time discriminator

Description of the zero cross-over time discriminator

Fig. 3-11 shows a block scheme of the discriminator. It contains three

comparators: one for timing and two for upper and lower level energy

discrimination. The timing comparator switches at the zero cross-over of the

input signal. As usual in constant fraction timing, the reference voltage of

this comparator will be called the 'walk adjust'. The walk adjust serves as

compensation for the small DC component at the input of the comparators.

The outputs of the comparators are combined in an AND gate and this AND gate

feeds the output circuit. The delay in the output of the timing comparator

is set such that this signal arrives slightly later at the AND gate than the

outputs of both level discriminators. The output circuit contains a

monostable with a reset time slightly longer than the input pulses.
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including any ringing. In this way, the discriminator is inactive for the

duration of the reset time on arrival of a proper event.

IN

•s.ov

•s.ov

N1. . .N4 • 10103
FF1...FFZ • 16F70
FF3 • UC70
N5 • 1<S88
IC1. . -IC3 • SP9487

Fig. 3.12 Scheme of the time discriminator

Fig. 3.12 shows an elaborate scheme. The monostables directly after the

level comparators account for the finite risetime of the output pulses of

the AND gate. Omitting of the monostables would cause leading edge timing on

pulses just exceeding the lower level, as was probably noticed in a

different design . To save space and to have a discrete time delay, gates

were used to define the reset time of the monostables.

It is possible to monitor the functioning of the module by connecting an

oscilloscope to a monitor output. This output forms the end of the 50 ohms

transmission line feeding the comparators. Thus, the signal can be observed

without distc rtion by a fast oscilloscope with a 50 ohms DC input.
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Consequently, a termination resistance has to be plugged in when the output

is not used.

The discriminator is physically attached to the photomultiplier base to form

a single timing unit. The combination proved very functional.

3.4.3.5 Time resolution measurements with "Co and adjusting procedure

All the time resolution measurements were performed with an Ortec 467 TAC.

The choice of specifically the 9th dynode for pulse readout has been

confirmed by measuring the "Co time resolution as a function of the pulse

height. Considering that the time resolution is mainly limited by

statistical processes in the scintillator and the first part of the

photomultiplier, the pulse heigth has to be sufficient not to let the charge

walk effect and the noise in the time discriminator cc- . . u.e to the time

resolution. The pulse height was varied from 200 mV t uver iv. The result

was that the time resolution remained constant at a minim;.- .alue for pulses

above 500 mV. In these measurements, the dynamic range, whic', ̂ s defined as

the percentage of the total spectrum which the selected upper part amounts

to, is kept constant. A pulse height of 500 mV can easily be obtained at the

9th dynode, and not at the 8th dynode.

In all subsequent measurements the

high voltage of the photomultipliers

was set such that the output pulse

had an amplitude of about 600 mV.

The electric field between the

cathode and the first dynode serves

to minimize the time difference for

electrons coming from different

parts of the cathode and to maximize

the charge collection at the first

dynode. For the XP2020, this field

is produced by voltage differences

between the cathode, the grid gl, an

acceleration electrode and the first
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Fig. 3.13 Time resolution as a function of

the voltage between the cathode

and the grid gl S



dynode (see fig. 3-7)• The time resolution was measured as a function of the

voltage between gl and the cathode (see fig. 3-13)• The voltage at which the

best time resolution is obtained gives also the maximum charge collection at

the first dynode, i.e. the maximum output pulse height. However, adjusting

the voltage on gl by observing the maximum pulse height on an osciloscope is

insufficiently precise as in this way we obtained "optimal" values from 113V

to 130V. We found a significant dependence of the optimal voltage on the

particular- tube or scintillation crystal used; values ranged from 92V to

142V.

The voltage of dl was found to be less critical as well as the voltage of

d2, which was set on the maximum output pulse heigth observed on an

oscilloscope.

Time resolution measurements were performed with four different pairs of

scintillators (see table 3-4). All scintillators were polished carefully and

mounted onto a photomultiplier with proper optical kit. The conical

scintillators were packed with a mixture of smooth and creased aluminum
« )

foil, as described in an earlier paper '.

Table 3.4 Scintillators used in the present study

material dimensions

NE111 cilinder, diam. 2.5 cm, height 0.5 cm

Pilot U (1) cone, base diam. 3-7 cm, top diem. 2.2 cm, heigth 3.9 cm

Pilot U (2) cone, base diam. 4.5 cm, top diam. 2.9 cm, heigth 3-6 cm

BaF, cilinder, diam. 3.0cm, heigth 0.8 cm

The NE111 and BaF2 scintillators were covered with several layers of teflon

tape. Teflon has a reflection coefficient for the ultraviolet light of BaF2
which is only a little lower than the very high reflection coefficient of

aluminum oxide . Teflon tape was used because of its easy handling.
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Compared with aluminum foil or reflecting paint, a higher light output could

also be obtained for visible ligth scintillators using the teflon tape

reflector. Only in the case of the large conical scintillators, the

increased light output did not yield a significant improvement of time

resolution. This is probably due to the fact that, with the teflon tape, it

is not possible to suppress round going light reflections and to make use of

the favourable shape of the conical scintillator in the same way as in ref.

9. The outer surface of a mounted scintillator was cleaned very carefully,

because residual optical kit deteriorates the reflecting properties of the

teflon tape.

Fig.

URLK flDJUST [MV]
Time resolution as a function of the walk adjust

For the NE111 scintillators, the time resolution with '"Co was measured as a

function of the walk adjust. Fig. 3.14 shows the result for two dynamic

ranges. The minima from fig. 3.14 agree with the optimum values for the walk

adjust observed on an oscilloscope. The actual values of the resolutions in

fig. 3.14 are not representative, because these measurements were done with



a time spectrometer with one detector with dynode timing and one with

conventional constant fraction timing and a large dynamic range.

Table 3-5 Optimum internal fractions

scintillator

NE111

Pilot U (2)

BaF,

dynamical range

25 %

1 %
6 %
5 %

50 %

5 %
7 %
5 %

75 %

8 %
8 %
5 %

220

300

180

U_ 160-

1Y0
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Fig. 3.15 Time resolution as a function of the internal fraction for

Pilot U cone (2)
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With the optimum walk adjust setting, the time resolution was measured as a

function of the internal fraction. Fig. 3-15 shows the measurements for the

Pilot U scintillator cone 2. The curves drawn in fig. 3-15 are only meant to

guide the eye. The optimal settings are combined in table 3-5. These values

are given because they apparently do not deviate very much, which makes it

possible to obtain good results with the system without having to perform an

extensive set of measurements to determine all settings. A second reason is

that only in one case, the minimum obtainable internal fraction of 4 % had

to be used, that is, in the case of the NE111 scintillator and a very narrow

dynamic range. In this case it seemed interesting to compare the results of

the internal shaping method with external shaping because now the limitation

in the obtainable internal fraction may play a role in the obtainable time

resolution.

Therefore, an external shaping circuit was constructed shown in fig. 3-16.

After shaping the pulse was fed into the new time-discriminator. The best

resolution was obtained for an external fraction of 10 %, and the obtained

resolution was comparable to, but never better than for the internal shaping

system. Since the method of internal shaping combined with the new time

discriminator is more straightforward, no argument is left to turn to

external shaping.

Table 3-6 Measured «°Co time

resolutions for two detectors inuertor

to tifie-
discrininator

NE111

Pilot U (1)

Pilot U (2)

BaF,

100-2 ps

129 PS

148 ps

129 PS Fig. 3.16 External shaping circuit

Table 3•6 shows the time resolutions measured with •4 Co and dynode timing

and optimal settings of the walk adjust and the photomultiplier base

voltages for two detectors. In each measurement the dynamic range was about

20 % for both detectors.
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Fig. 3.17 t0Co time spectrum for two NE111 scintillators

(2.5 cm diam. and 0.5 cm height)

Fig. 3.17 shows the time spectrum for the two NE111 scintillators. The time

resolution is 100-2 ps (FWHM); the peak area is 1500 counts, which results

in the statistical error of 2 ps. The measurement was part of a series with
li +

a total peak area of 2.10 and a resolution of 107-1 ps FWHM. The reason of

the difference is that some drift occurred in the 15 hours recording time of

this series. The time resolution of about 100 ps also follows from the

spectra recorded with *07Bi and i2Na sources (see section 6). Assuming that

the time resolution of one detector is proportional to the square root of

the energy converted in the scintillator and that this conversion is

accomplished by a single Compton interaction, the measured resolutions for
207Bi and 22Na can be converted into i0Co resolutions: 137 PS FWHM for 207Bi

leads to 99 ps for «°Co and 1*15 ps FWHM for *'Na leads to 103 ps for t0Co.

The J''Bi spectrum was recorded in about a day and the ! 2Na spectrum was

recorded in four days and has a peak area of 5-1O-3 counts, neccesary for the

deconvolution of- the data. This clearly demonstrates that the good time

resolution can also be obtained in longer measurements.
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3.4.3-6 Time resolution in measuring the positron lifetime with "Na

The time spectrometers were used to measure positron lifetimes. For that

purpose the dynamic range settings were modified. In the case of the plastic

scintillators, we selected the upper 40 % of the 1275 keV energy spectrum of
J2Na in the start channel and the upper 30 % of the 511 keV energy spectrum

in the stop channel. In the case of the BaF2 scintillators, the stop channel

was choosen around the 511 keV photopeak. For the optimization of the time

resolution, data obtained from the measurements with the t0Co source were

used.

Deconvolution of the decay spectra was performed with the program
11 )

Resolution '.

As a test for the setup with the two NE111 scintillators, a time spectrum of

the 1064 keV - 570 keV decay of 207Bi was recorded. The measured decay time

was 186(1) ps, in agreement with the literature value and the spectrometer

resolution was 137(1) ps (FWHM).

With the same spectrometer and

different geometries, the positron

lifetime in a tungsten single

crystal was measured. Fig. 3-18

shows the used geometries and

table 3-7 shows the obtained

lifetimes and resolutions. The

spectrometer resolution shows a

clear geometry dependence, but the

geometry does hardly influence the

measured lifetime. The different

resolutions can be explained by

two effects. Placing the detectors

in such a way that a straigth line

through the source position cuts

both scintillators will cause a

spectrum distortion due to 511 -

1275 keV summation in the start

II

III

Fig. 3-18 Different spectrometer geometries

as used in the positron lifetime

measurements
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channel. This distortion has been observed for very efficient BaF2
i i \

scintillators , but is also important in the case of the small NE111

scintillators. The percentage of the wrong events is equal to the efficiency

of 4.7 % for compton scattering of a 511 keV gamma in the scintillator. The

other effect is that the source has to be placed on the axis of the

detectors to obtain an optimal resolution. This has also been observed
13 )

earlier

Table 3-7 Spectrometer resolution and positron lifetime in tungsten as a

function of geometry

geometry bulk lifetime

[PS]

resolution

[ps]

I
II
III

97(2)
101(2)
98(2)

225(1)
165(1)
145(1)

100 ISO 200
CHflNNELNR.

250 300

Fig. 3-19 Time spectrum of positrons annihilating in tungsten

The upper part of the figure represents the residues

of a fit made with Resolution '.
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Fig. 3.19 shows the fit of a spectrum of the tungsten single crystal

measured in geometry III. The figure shows the spectrum with the fitted

function and the residues of the fit. The remaining1 efficiency in geometry

III is quite low: about 1.3- 10 counts/Bq.

The positron spectra recorded with the spectrometers with the other

scintillators were all measured in geometry III. Table 3-8 summarizes the

results.

Table 3.8 Spectrometer resolution and positron lifetimes for different

scintillators

scintillator

NE111

Pilot U (1)

Pilot U (2)

BaF2

FWHM

[PS]

145(D
181(1)

200(1)

162(1)

sample

W

Al

Al

Al

bulk lifetime

[ps]

98(2)

168(1)

169(D
163(1)

In the case of the tungsten measurement, the positron source consisted of

2ZNaCl deposited on a 3 pm mylar foil. The source contribution was fitted to

contain two lifetimes, being 370 ps and 1.3 ns. In the case of the aluminum

measurements, the 22NaCl was deposited on the aluminum samples directly. The

source contribution is fitted as a single expontial tail now, with a

lifetime of 0.5 ns.

Although it is a normal procedure in positron lifetime measurements to
1 * \

assume the 22NaCl source adds one lifetime of 0.5 ns to the spectrum , the

fits of the spectra of the spectrometers with BaF2 and Pilot U cone i could

be improved by assuming that the source spectrum is more complicated. When

the source is assumed to have two lifetimes, the fitted aluminum bulk

lifetime decreases to 155(1) ps. However, the spectrum of a NaCl single
1 s \

crystal has been measured to be even more complicated . The influence on
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the result of a positron lifetime measurement, in this case the bulk

lifetime of aluminum, is considerable, and this fact stresses the necessity

of being very precise with the source contribution and of the use of high

resolution time spectrometers.

The fitted spectrometer resolutions are not influenced by this complexion

however.

3.4.3.7 Conclusion

The presented timing system has proved to be very fast and reliable. Timing

with the internal system and the new time discriminator proved very fast.

Especially in the case of the BaF2 scintillators, a significant improvment

was obtained in the resolution of positron lifetime spectrometers ' ' .

Supplying the system with an external shaping circuitry did not improve the
5)

time resolution, contrary to the conclusion of Bengtson and Moszysnki , who

tested the internal shaping system with a modified constant fraction

discriminator. The internal timing system results in a time spectrometer

with the greatest simplicity.

Once obtained resolutions could easily be reproduced (that is within a few

ps) by keeping the scintillator surface extremely clean before covering with

reflecting foils and by setting the necessary voltages very precise.

The performed positron lifetime measurements stress the nessecity of the use

of spectrometers with a time resolution as high as possible.



3-5 Lifetime spectrum analysis

3-5-1 Common methods

3.5.1.1 Description

As stated in the introduction, the theoretical lifetime spectrum is a sum of

decaying exponentials where each lifetime carries its intensity (see eq.

1.3). However, even the best state fC the art time spectrometer contributes

to the measured spectrum with the resolution function R(t). Thus the

contents of channel n of the actually measured spectrum takes the form

F"(n) = / P'(t) dt 3.2
fcn

N » -T/T
where F'(t) = 2 / I./T. e R(t--r) dx

i=l ° 1 1

. A is the time difference per channel

Extracting the lifetimes and their intensities from a measured lifetime

spectrum, encounters three difficulties

1) the resolution function R(t) cannot be measured separately, but

has to be determined from the lifetime spectrum

2) the actual number of lifetime components N is unknown

3) only a limited amount of lifetime components can be separated

because of the character of equation ^.2 and the always limiting

statistics

The historical way to tackle these problems is to parametrize the resolution

function and to determine the parameters together with the lifetimes and

their intensities from a spectrum with a known (small) amount of lifetime

components, while using the least squares technique. Furthermore, the number

of lifetimes is chosen equal to the number of expected positron states in



case this number is small. If the number of lifetime components is larger,

nearby lying components are expected to be seen combined as a single

lifetime.

Two parameterizations for the resolution function are used at this moment.
11 \

In the first R(t) is approximated by a sum of shifted gaussians and in

the other one by a gaussian convoluted with left and right wing exponential
1 7 )

tails : In both cases a semilinear Marquard least square technique is used

to fit the data. This means that the parameters of the model of the lifetime

spectrum which are a non-linear function of the channel contents, such as

the lifetimes and the width of the resolution function, are fitted
it \

iteratively using the Marquard technique , whereas the linear parameters,

e.g. the intensities, are solved recurrently for each iteration, thus

minimizing the number of fit-parameters.

The computer code Positronfit , that describes R(t) by a sum of shifted

gaussians, is most widely used. It contains separate programs to fit

positron lifetime spectra with a fixed resolution function (Posfi";,

lifetime spectra with a free resolution function (Resolution) and long slit

angular correlation spectra (Paacfit). A range of possibilities for fixing i

and linking variables is included. In Posfit some arrays are chosen slightly

larger to increase the maximum amount of lifetimes and contrary to

Resolution, the program includes a possibility to substract a source >

correction spectrum from the measured spectrum.

The program with the gaussian with the convoluted tails is named Dblcon,
17)

from double convolution . The fitting procedure and the method of fixing

and linking variables is copied from Positronfit, although some fixing

possibilities are left out.

3-5.1.2 Reliability tests

Since the above mentioned programs are widely used by research groups, and

other programs are often related, it seems wise to evaluate their

functioning.
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Information is required about

1) the precision of the results as a function of the parameterization

of the resolution function

2) the influence of experimental factors on the fit results

2.1) statistics

2.2) width of the experimental resolution R(t)

2.3) peak to background ratio

2.4) stability of the spectrometer

3) the choice of the number of lifetimes

4) the functioning of the least square method for the different models

To evaluate the different parameterizations of the resolution function R(t),

a function comparable to R(t) has to be convoluted with known lifetimes to

yield a test spectrum. A proper way to do so, is to take a measured t0Co

time spectrum for this purpose. The convolution can be performed using

Simpson's integration formula to remove the difficulty that the measured
1 S )

spectrum is available only in discrete channels . An artifact of this

method is, that the simulated spectra have a time difference per channel two

times that of the measured t0Co spectra.

So far, tests have been performed with simulated spectra with four lifetime
l))!0)

components ; analysed with a program Posgauss, which is similar to

Resolution. All the analyses were performed with R{t) described as a sum of

two shifted gaussians. The time difference per channel in the simulated

spectra is 55-5 PS. The conclusions were that small deviations in the

representation of R(t) can produce large errors in the fit results; that the

standard deviations of the fit results are strongly related to the total

area of the spectrum and to a lesser extent to the peak to background ratio

and that the stability of modern spectrometers is sufficient not to

deteriorate the fit results. The choice of the four component spectra is

made to resemble measured spectra of molecular substances such as polymers.

Thus, some questions have already been answered. To complete the picture, we

have performed additional and adjusted tests.

The precision of the parameterizations of R(t) has been investigated by

analyzing simulated spectra obtained from measured "Co spectra where the
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resolution function is represented by one, two or three gaussians or by the

exponentially tailed gaussian. Two '"Co spectra were measured, smoothed to

remove noise ami convoluted with the lifetime components mentioned in table

3.9^ The time difference per channel was 11.7 PS. Because of the

approximatior in the simulation procedure, this yields 23-3 PS for the

simulated spectrum. Pig. 3-20 shows the measured '"Co spectra after

smoothing. The spectra were recorded as a part of a series of time

resolution measurements and do not have a specifically smooth shape, which

may influence our analyses.

Is.

•

,1,1,1 • . i . i . i . i . i .

/

•

I . I . 1 . 1

I

uLi-

Hi 130 160 190 Zli 250 263 130 160 190 Ziii 250 Zbii

Fig. 3.20 Two time spectra both used for simulation of lifetime spectra

The lifetime components were chosen to resemble a lifetime spectrum of

positrons emitted by a J2NaCl source deposited on mylar foil and sandwiched

between tungsten single crystals. The lifetimes are the same in all tests.

No noise was added to the lifetime spectra to be able to test the functional

behaviour separate from statistical properties.

Fig. 3.21 shows the results of the analysis of the simulated decay spectra

as a function of the lower limit of the fit interval (start channel). Since

the model of the lifetime spectra is especially sensitive to the behaviour

of R(t) at the left side of the time peak, the dependence of the fit result

on the value of the start channel reflects the quality of the model for
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R(t). A good description has to yield fit results independent from the start

channel.

a) one-gaussian b) two shifted gaussians

variance

relative start channel fit

Fig. 3.21 Fit results of the simulated spectra as a function of the start

channel of the fit for four different represen ;->ons of R(t)

The symbols <P correspond to the simulation wi.;. time spectrum I,

a M f to II (see fig. 3.20).



In fig. 3.21 each plot can be identified with one of the four descriptions

of the resolution function and includes two sets of points for the two

different '°Co spectra used. Note that the scales are different for fig.

3.21a,b and fig. 3.21c,d. The parameters of R(t) were fitted for every

point.

c) three shifted gaussians

variance

ti [PS]

T3[PS]

I, [X]

2

. it - •=• A i i

r- *• " -"- - - -

r.

) 5 D 3

69.0

•: ?. 5

73.0

". 0

1.5

d) exponentially tailed gaussian

i. C

relative start channel fit

Fig. 3.21 Second part of this figur<
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In the case of the exponentially tailed gaussian, the lifetime of the third

component was fixed, because otherwise no convergence could be obtained. The

number of different start channels for which a convergence could be

obtained, was not the same for each model, being the least for the three-

gaussian and the exponentially tailed gaussian model.

Table 3-9 Minimum variance fits for the two different descriptions of R(t)

The input lifetimes components are : 120 ps, 88.5 %

350 ps, 10 %

1400 ps, 1.5 %

model resolution function (see fig.3.7)

I II

lifetimes intensities lifetimes intensities

[2] [ps] [*]

one gaussian

two shifted

gaussians

three shifted

gaussians

exponential

sided gaussian

125(D

356(13)

1416(85)

125(D

357(13)

1420(86)

125(1)

352(14)

1403(84)

125(0.9)

355(9-7)

1400-fixed

88.2(0.5)

10.2(0.5)

1.57(0.13)

88.3(0.6)

10.1(0.5)

1.55(0.13)

88.1(0.6)

10.4(0.5)

1.57(0.13)

88.3(2.1)

10.1(1.7)

1.56(0.5)

115(5)

304(19)

1287(79)

115(5)

306(18)

1290(78)

115(5)

304(19;

1287(79)

119(2.3)

321(10)

1400-fixed

85.0(1.7)

13.3(1-6)

1.6(0.1)

85-0(1.7)

12.9(1-3)

1.6(0.16)

85-0(1.7)

13-3(1.6)

1.6(0.1)

86.1(0.9)

12.3(0.9)

1.54(0.06)

It is obvious from fig. 3-21 that the models with one and two gaussians fail

in describing R(t) properly. The three-gaussian description and especially

the exponentially tailed gaussian are better, but convergence of the fit
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could only be obtained if the start channel was chosen in a rather

restricted region.

However, if the optimal fit for a specific description of R(t) is defined as

the one with lowest variance as a function of the start channel of the fit,

the results do not reflect the quality of the used model. Table 3.9 displays

the results for minimum variance taken from fig. 3.21.

The values in table 3-9 are remarkable for two reasons. The first is that a

poor description of R(t) (one- and two gausian model) apparently does not

guarantee poor fit results. The second is that the best results still

deviate systematically from the simulated values. To check the origin of the

deviations, fits were made of the resolution function I with and without the

small side peak where the model was a sum of gaussians. These descriptions

were used to simulate two lifetime spectra. Deviation of the fit result from

the simulated lifetimes appeared for both spectra, but were smaller in the

case of the omitted side peak. These analyses show that the systematic

deviations are due both to the assymetry of the spectrum and the small side

peak.

140

136

1.32

123

124

120

i a

II

116 -—
0

_L

o

40 80 120 160 200 240 280

FWHM Ipsl

Fig. 3.22 The fitted short lifetime as a function of the FWHM of the

resolution function for two different resolution functions

I) resolution function simulated with a sum of five gaussians

II) as I, but with three gaussians



In order to estimate the influence of the width of the resolution function

of the spectrometer on the fit results, spectra have been simulated where

H(t) was described as a sum of three and five gaussians. These descriptions

were chosen to resemble a realistic ' ° Co spectrum and incorporate the

possibility of varying the width, while keeping the shape unaltered. The

spectra have been analyzed also, where R(t) was described as a sum of two

gaussians. This implements the possibility to evaluate functional

deviations. No noise was added to the spectra. Fig. 3.22 shows the fitted

short lifetime. The longer lifetimes are not influenced appreciably.

• 10

1.4

1.36

1.52

1 ?r,

1.24

1.2
10 12 14 16

Peak area [10° cntsl

Fig. 3.23 The fitted longer lifetime as a function of the peak area

The influence of the spectrum contents on the fit results was tested

separately. Spectra have been simulated, where the resolution function was

simulated as a sum of two gaussians, with their FWHM being 150 ps (60 %) and

250 ps CiO %), the second one shifted 11 ps towards shorter times. The peak

area was varied from 5.105 to I.5.I0' counts. The lifetimes were the same as

before. Analyzing with R(t; being a sum of two gaussians, the shorter

lifetimes could be fitted properly and do not show any dependence on the

peak area. The fitted long lifetime is plottel in fig. 3.23. Deviations

occur at lower peak areas which suggest a non-optimum least-squares weight
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factor. This weight factor is chosen equal to the square root of the channel

contents which is not necessarily a proper procedure for small channel

contents.

The peak-to-background ratio was varied in the same way. It turned out not

to influence the fit results meaningfully. Spectra with shifted peak

positions were added to simulate an instable spectrometer operation. No

deviations were observed as long as the shift was lower than or equal to 20

ps, which confirms the earlier conclusion

The overall conclusion is that the one- and the two-gauss±an model does not

describe the two resolution functions under investigation properly. Better

tested approximations are the three-gaussian- or exponentially tailed

gaussian model. Rather severe systematic deviations occured in the

determination of the shorter lifetime due to an imperfect description of the

resolution function for each of the four parameterizations. In the case of

the one- and two gaussian model this deviation is likely to be due to the

limited possibilities of the model itself. In the case of the three

gaussian- and the exponentially tailed gaussian model the minimum in the

variance of the fit is somewhat ill defined, because of the large amo'int of

parameters involved and/or because of the poor separation between the right

side of the resolution function and the shorter lifetime.

Thus, depending on the shape of the resolution function of the experimental

function, some systematic deviations may be expected. No general prediction

about the amount of deviation can be obtained with the simulation method,

although one might expect that the spectra used in these simulations

represent rather extreme cases. The simulations once again stress the need

of a good time resolution of the spectrometer. A proper way to analyze

measured spectra for this moment is to analyze the positron lifetime spectra

with the resolution function described as a s»un of two shifted gaussians, at

least if the start channel of the fit is included in the minimization

procedure. The stability of the peak position is not as important as has

been rumoured quite often. A proper procedure, however, is applying digital

stabilization of the "zero" of the ADC and monitoring the position and the

width of a time peak during each measurement. The digital stabilization

serves to be able to analyze a series of spectra with the same input
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parameters and monitoring the peakposition serves as to detect electronic

failure in a controlable fashion.

3.5-2 Integral transforms

An essentially different way to obtain the positron lifetimes from the

experimental data is to use integral transforms. There are two possible

strategies. The first is to consider the lifetime spectrum as a Laplace

transform and solve the problem by inversion of the equation. The second is

to obtain a Fourier transformation of the lifetime spectrum and to use the

result as a point of departure to obtain a solution.

In the first method, the lifetime spectrum is assumed to consist of a

continuous distribution of decay components. The spectrum 1.2 takes the form

-At
F(t) = / I(A)A e dA, 3.3

o

where A =l/t. T the positron lifetime

I(A) is the intensity as a function of the

decayrate A

From this equation I(A) can be obtained by an eigen equation
n jii j

approach 'or by substituting A=exp(-y) and t=exp(x) followed by an
2' )

inverse Fourier transform :

The eigen equation for the solution of 3.3 is

« -At
/ • (A) e dA = T • (t)
0

The solution is

m •

I(A) = / [/ F<t)4> (t)dt] ?~ • (A) dn

r
• n n n



where f = --/{n/cosMnn)}

• - = -p- (A cos(n lnA) - Bnsin(n lnA)'j

The positive (negative) values of T correspond to • (•-). The absolute

value of the eigen value T approaches infinity for large n. Large values of

n correspond to the high frequency components or statistical contribution to

the measured spectrum. Thus, it is neccesary to end the n- integration of

I(A) at a chosen maximum, because otherwise the solution merely represents

the statistical fluctuations of the measured spectrum. Limiting the value of

n corresponds to limiting the separation of lifetimes. This limitation is

involved, of course, in every possible method of obtaining lifetimes from a

measured spectrum, but is demonstrated by this method explicitly.

Returning to the practical problems formulated in i.5.1, we have to conclude

that using this method does not solve the problem of the description of the

resolution function, which was recognized in 3-5-2 as the most severe

problem.

Solving equation 3-3 with the substitution method does not seem to add more

features to the problem.

The second method of obtaining a Fourier transformation of the measured

spectrum is as follows (the lifetime spectrum being described by 1.2)

icot N I
F,(u>) = / F(t) e do = I J-+—

If the resolution function R(t) is described by a sum of M gaussians with

relative intensity J. and standard deviation a., the Fourier transform of
J J

this function is (discarding a constant factor)

• M J. -t/2a2 + iwt M J -<a2a2./2
R.(w) = / Z - 1 e 3 d ( o = S - J - e J
f ° °

Where Fl' (<o)=F_((i>)*R_(<o) is the Fourier transform of the convolution of F(t)

and R(t), the phase of this transform is
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Im(F''(o))) N I.T N I

6(0,) = arctg [Rp(p|,, .J = arctg [o> 2 { — ^ J I * { f ̂  3-4
Re(Ff (o») i = 1 1 + a ) ^ i = 1 U(/x*

Form 3-4 is independent of R(t) and does not make any assumption about the

number of gaussians included. The required imaginary and real parts of the

Fourier transform can be obtained from a measured spectrum using

Re(F"{o>)) = / F(t) cos(cot) dt

and

Im(F"(o>)) = / F(t) sin(wt) dt 3.5

Combining 3>4 and 3-5 for various values of <i> can yield the lifetimes

independent of the description of R(t), as suggested by Yuan-jin He and Bi-

song Cao '. If we assume R(t) however to be asymetric by allowing the

gaussians to shift, the Fourier transform of R(t) becomes (again discarding

constant factors)

R f (
M J. -w2a2./2 + iS.o)

where S. is the time shift of the j * gaussian
3

Equation 3-4 is replaced by

N I.T. N I. N JJ N J.
8(u>) = arctg [o>

i=l 1+0)

Instead of a solution independent of the shape of the resolution function

(eq. 3-4), we end up with a solution which contains the assymetry of n(t).

Thus, the method cannot solve the problem of systematic deviations in the

lifetimes due to a poor description of the resolution function.

A serious disadvantage of the method is the fact that the integral with

which the imaginary part of FJ.1 («) is obtained, is critically dependent on

the definition of t=0 or the position of the peak in the time spectrum. This
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peak position cannot be obtained with the Fourier method. Furthermore, some

uncertainty is introduced by the fact that FV(t) is known only as a

spectrum with discrete channels.

The conclusion must be that obtaining lifetimes and intensities from

integral transforms does contain some interesting features, but at this

moment no significant improvement in the precision of the results can be

expected using these methods instead of the least squares technique.
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4 POSITRON SOURCES

4.1 Introduction

Positrons for lifetime or Doppler measurements are obtained from radioactive

sources. Apart from some special cases, in which the radioactive nuclide is

diffused into the samples of interest, the simplest way to guide the

positrons into the samples is to use a sandwich configuration, as shown in

fig 4.1. The source has to be very thin so that only a small fraction of the

positrons annihilate in the source. Radioactive material can be deposited

directly on the samples or separation foils can be used to allow using the

source repeatedly. The source can also consist of a single radioactive metal

foil.
source

sampleMore than 200 positron-emitting

nuclides are known, of which about

a dozen can be used as sources in
i \

positron annihilation experiments.'

The relevant properties of a

positron emitting nuclide are the

1) positron yield

2) end point energy

3) half life

4) existence of a proper gamma transition in the daughter

nucleus (start gamma)

5) ease of production

sample

Fig. 4.1 Sandwich configuration

The importance of the positron yield is trivial. The end point energy is

important in two respects, the first being the positron penetration in the

samples (see eq. 2.4) and the second the percentage of positrons

annihilating in the source. The half life of the nuclide should be large

enough to be able to perform a series of measurements with the same source.

There is, however, no need for a half life larger than a few years. The

energy of the start gamma should be significantly higher than that of the

annihilation gamma's to make recognition easy and to prevent spectrum
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distortions. A high energy is profitable for the time resolution (see eq.

3.1) but decreases the detection efficiency. Table 4.1 shows some data.

Table 4.1 Positron emitters

nuclide positron half life end-point start gamma

yield energy

[2] [MeV] [MeV]

22Na
5 'Co
(*Ti

90

15

94

2.6 y

71 days

47 y

0

0

1

• 545

.475

.47

1

0

1

.274

.811

.156

**Ti is not used very often because of the relatively difficult production.

In selecting a source for use in the sandwich configuration, the following

points should be considered

1) the mechanical properties,

- strength

- allowable temperature and pressure range

- possiblities for precize positioning

2) the contribution of the source to the time spectrum

- total amount of positrons annihilating in the

source

- lifetimes and intensities involved

Arguments on the basis of mainly the mechanical properties determine the

choice of a source fit for specific experimental conditions. The amount of

positrons annihilating in the source is usually determined from a lifetime

measurement on a sandwich consisting of the source and two equal 'simple'

samples. A 'simple' sample, in this context, is a sample which exhibits a

single lifetime, e.g. a metal single crystal. This method works best if the

source lifetime(s) is (are) clearly separated from the sample lifetime.
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An amount of practical information about source materials and production is
2 )

given by MacKenzie . In some limited cases the amount of positrons
3 u )

annihilating in the source is available from literature

In the following, some theoretical estimates of the source contribution and

three types of workable sources will be discussed. The results of the

calculations will be used in the discussion of the workable sources.

4.2 Calculated source contributions

The amount of positrons annihilating in the source is related to the

geometry of the sandwich configuration, c.q. the thickness and density of

the foils included, and of the specific samples which are measured. The

samples enter into this consideration because the positron may reflect at

the sample/source interface.

In this paragraph three models for the geometry will be discussed. The

choosen geometries correspond with those of workable sources.

Fig. 4.2 shows an outline of the

first model sandwich. This

configuration is a simplification

of a source consisting of a thin

droplet of radioactive material

covered with separation foils.

After production, a positron can

annihilate in the

foils Ml or reach an interface

between foil and sample. At this

interface the positron can enter

the sample or can be scattered back

into Ml. The amount of positrons

annihilating in the source is given

by

source

Fig. 4.2 First model sandwich

The source is represented by a

small dot in the center of the area

Ml, between two layers of foils.

Each layer has a thickness &. The

samples are represented by the area

M2.
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S = p(«) + p(2C) R (1+R+R2+R3+

p(g) + p(2U) 4.1

where p(x) is the chance the positron annihilates on

passage of a foil Ml of thickness x

R is the backscatter coefficient of sample M2

Since macroscopic dimensions are involved, one can use the implantation

profile (eq. 2.4) to estimate the annihilation probability. Thus, the

annihilation probability as a function of the thickness x of the layer is

-ax
P(x) = 1 - e 4.2

Positron backscatter coefficients (R) measured for a range of elements are
5 \

found to be represented by '

R = 0,3^2 log,0Z - 0.146

where Z is the atomic number

8 8

3 6

2 -

single

1

foil

- • " * *

1

thickness

i i

9.

S.

j

= JO

^ ^

= 5

= 2

um __ — '

urn

i i i

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Atomic number of the sample

Fig. 4.3 Calculated source contribution as a function of the atomic number

of the samples, for a foil with density 1 g/cm
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3 )

This equation has been applied to materials other than pure elements ,

introducing an average 2.

Combination of the equations yields the positron source contribution as a

function of the product of foil density and thickness and as a function of

the atomic number of the samples. Fig. 4.3 shows numerical results in a

graphical form. Note that 4.1 ignores the backseatter coefficient of the

foil, which limits the applicability to low Z foil materials.

The second model geometry is shown in fig.4.4. The first term of eq.

p(e) has to be replaced by

\t p(x) dx = 1 + e -1 4.4

Numerical values of S are slightly

smaller for this geometry than for

the first for the same material and

total foil thickness and, thus, the

dependence on the atomic number of

the sample material is stronger.

The third model geometry is one

which combines and extends the

previous two. The geometry is

outlined in fig. 4.5. The easiest

and safest way to obtain the

fraction of positrons annihilating

in the different media will be a

Fig. 4.4 Second model sandwich

The source material is

homogeneously disctributed in the

foil Ml. The samples are once again

represented by M2. Note that the

thickness of one foil is still 2.

one-dimensional Monte Carlo method.

One may treat the problem one-dimensionally as long as the foil thicknesses

are large compared to the mean free path of the positron.

Therefore, the simulation uses the same basic equations 4.2 and 4.3 but

includes the backscatter coefficient of the foils. Backscattering is taken

into account by comparing a random variable with the backscatter

coefficient. If scattering occurs, the direction of motion is reversed and

the next random variable is compared with the reflection coefficient of the
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other medium. This process proceeds

until the positron decides to enter

a medium. Positrons annihilating in

the foils Ml and M2 are treated

separately. The program was coded

in Fortran77 and the actual text

was less than one page. The program

was checked by simulating the two

limiting cases of the first two

model geometries in which the foils

were chosen to consist of a low Z

material.

4.3 Workable sources

V/A

Ml

Fig. 4.5 Third modal sandwich

A central source layer Ml of

thickness £t is now covered with

two seperation foils M2 of

thickness 22 and sanwiched between

two samples M3. The activity is

homogeneously spread in the source

layer Ml.

4.3.1 22NaCl deposited on a separation foil

!;iNa can be obtained as radioactive common salt (sodium chloride) in aquaous

solution. The solution is deposited on a separation foil and dried. Covering

with a second foil makes the source free of leakage of radioactive material.

The drops should be small to allow measuring samples of small dimensions and

the drying process should not be too fast in order to obtain an

homogeneously distributed 22NaCl deposit.

Table 4.2 combines data of a few types of foils. The calculated foil

contribution shows a weak dependence on the thickness of the IlNaCl deposit.

The 1 yun nickel foil is not light-tight, which means that the foil contains

small holes and thus a source deposited on this foil may cause some spilling

of radioactivity onto the samples. The 7 um foil is the thinnest light-tight

nickel foil. The large amount of positrons annihilating in Ni foils of 7 um

thickness is due to the relatively high density of the material.

The thin mylar foil does not show any leakage of activity. Apart from the

low foil contribution, mylar foil is preferable for precise positioning of

sandwiches because the 22NaCl deposit is visible through the foils.
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Table 4.2 Properties of separation foils for positron sources

foil

material

nickel

nickel

aluminum

aluminum

mylar

thickness

[urn]

A

7
1

7
3-7

density

[g/cm3]

8.9
8.9
2.7

2.7
1

[mg/cm ]

0.9
6.2

0.3

1.9

0.37

calculated foil

contribution [#]

Al

4.1
24.2

1.4

9.0
2.0

W

6.3
32.4

2.2

13.6

3.4

for two foils, obtained with the Monte Carlo method and a NaCl layer

thickness of 12 um; in the cases of mylar and NaCl the average atomic

number is used to obtain the backscatter coefficient

One disadvantage lies in the fact that mylar foil can only be used at room

temperature because the foil contribution is dependent on the temperature ,

and another in the fact that the lifetime spectrum of positrons annihilating

in mylar is rather complex. A material similar to mylar, i.e. kapton, does

not show these disadvantages but is not available thinner than 8UE.

The s.tability of these sources is, apart from the properties of the foils,

limited by the hygroscopic properties of common salt and the fact that **Na
2 \

has an appreciable sublimation rate above 900 K .

Thus, mylar or kapton foil is imperative for measurements of small samples.

For larger samples, one has to choose between a metal foil or kapton with a

slightly higher foil contribution and mylar foil with a more complex

lifetime spectrum.

To estimate the importance of the complexity of the lifetime spectrum of the

foil, it is neccesary to consider the lifetimes and intensities of the NaCl

deposit itself. NaCl allows positronium formation and exhibits a rather
complex lifetime spectrum. A NaCl single crystal was reported to contain 4

t \
lifetimes ' in the range 125 ps to 1350 ps. The lifetime spectrum of the

NaCl deposit is at least as complicated. The thickness of the deposited
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layer cannot be measured easily in order to estimate the total intensity of

positrons annihilating in the deposit. Therefore, an experimental

determination of these fractions has been performed. Lifetime spectra were

recorded of a sandwich consisting of a source on mylar foil between two

tungsten single crystals. The thickness of the foil has been varied by

placing additional foils between the samples and the source. To obtain a

quantitative result, separate spectra were recorded of positrons

annihilating in NaCl and mylar. NaCl samples were produced by drying a

saturated solution of NaCl in water to resemble the NaCl crystals of the

source. The mylar samples consisted of a small pile of thick foils. All

measurements were performed with the same **NaCl-on-mylar source. Table 4.3

shows the results of three-term fits to the spectra.

Table 4.3 Lifetime components in NaCl and mylar

sample

NaCl

mylar

lifetimes

[PS]

37(9)

378.6(0.6)

1453(11)

80(70)

301(3)

1178(9)

intensities

18(1.6)

76.8(0.06)

5.0(0.06)

7(6)
72(6)

21.5(0.4)

The components with the shorter lifetimes in table 4.3 should be considered

as being determined poorly. The physical reason that they show up is the

apparent positronium formation. Since only these two lifetime spectra

contribute as a source component to the total spectra, the source itself is

assumed not to influence the results from table 4.3-
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The measurements with the extra foils inserted between source and samples,

were analyzed using three components. Assuming that the seven components

(tungsten bulk lifetime and the six components from table 4.3) that can be

expected in the spectra group together into the three components used in the

fitting procedure, it is possible to evaluate the fractions of positrons

annihilating in NaCl and mylar by comparing the fitted intensities of the

different measurements. Table 4.4 shows the measured intensities together

with the fractions. The thickness of a single foil was 3.7 urn as determined

with a microbalance.

Table 4.4 Fractions of positrons annihilating in NaCl- and mylar

sandwich intensities [%] fractions [#

NaCl mylar

from W + source 15(0.7) 2.5(0.2) 9.1 10.9

measurement : + 2 foils 18.8(1) 3-1(0.2) 11.2 14.1

+ 4 foils 22.3(1) 4.1(0.2) 15.6 14.3

from W + source 13-7(0.3) 2.2(0.3) 13-3 4.5

simulations*: + 2 foils 16.6(0.3) 2.8(0.2) 12.8 8.5

+ 4 foils 18.9(0.4) 3-8(0.2) 12.5 12.2

the assumed NaCl layer thickness was 15 urn and the thickness of a single

mylar foil was 5 um! once again the average atomic number was used to

obtain the backscatter coefficients

The upper part of table 4.4 shows an increasing fraction of NaCl

annihilations as a function of the number of additional mylar foils. This is

not realistic. The reason is that the three-term fit is not very suited to

cover an (at least) seven component spectrum. However, some form of self-

consistency could be obtained by using calculated fractions (obtained with

the Monte-Carlo method from par. 4.2), simulating lifetime spectra with
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seven components and comparing three-term fit results of these spectra with

the measured intensities. The lower part of table 4.4 includes these

results.

The result from table 4.4 should be considered as reasonable estimates.

Part of the positrons annihilating in the source contribute to the shorter

lifetime TS and reduce its value by a few ps.

4.3.2 **NaCl directly deposited on the samples

2aNaCl can also be deposited directly on the samples of interest to obtain a

rigid sandwich suited for thermal equilibrium measurements. After closing

the sandwich, the samples are fixed together by e.g. electron welding. The

properties of the NaCl deposit equal those of the sources described in

paragraph 4.3.I.

The source contribution to the lifetime spectrum is usually determined to be

a single lifetime of about 500 ps with an intensity of a few percent (see

e.g. ref. 7).

Using the 22NaCl deposit thickness obtained in par. 4.3.1, it is possible to

evaluate the somewhat surprising measurements of an 2JNaCl-on-aluminum

sandwich as described in par. Z.k.3, section 6. Viz., the amount of

positrons annihilating in the NaCl deposit, as calculated with the Monte

Carlo method, is 9-0 /K. A lifetime spectrum with four components has been

simulated in which an aluminum bulk lifetime of 165 ps was taken and the

three measured NaCl components from table 4.3- Two-term analysis of this

spectrum yields a source component of 470 ps with an intensity of 5.5 %. The

extracted bulk lifetime is I65 ps in this case. A three-term fit yields

results depending on the total area of the spectrum due to the very low

intensity of th^ longer lifetime component (1453 ps, 0.5 %)• The shorter

lifetime is 1.61 ps in the case statistics is extremely good. If the peak

area is chosen 2.10 counts, the three-term fit yields two shorter

lifetimes, being 140 ps (43 %) and 194 ps (54 %).

Qualitatively, the difference in two-term and three-term fits in the case of

the measured spectra (see 4.3.1) is reproduced by this simulation. As in the

measurements from par. 3-^-3. the shortest lifetime has a lower value in the
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three-term fit and the accompanying 'source' intensity is higher. In the

case of the simulation, however, the observed splitting is stronger than in

the measured case. The two-term fit apparently yields the best bulk lifetime

in the simulations. Note that this is totally due to the response ;f a fit

program with a limited number of lifetime components to a complex time

spectrum with limited statistics. In that sense it is a coincidence that the

two-term fit yields the best shorter lifetime.

8 10 12 14 16

Thickness foil l/xml

Fig. 4.6 Calculated source contribution for a 5lCo-in-Ni source

4.3.3 SICo in Metal foil

A s'Co source can be produced by irradiating a nickel foil by neutrons

(5tNi(n,p)5'Co) or cobalt foil by protons (ssCo(p,pn)5»Co). In the case of

the proton irradiation, the optimum proton energy is 20 MeV.

The metal-foil source is a very safe solution for applications in which high

temperatures are requited and in which vacuum conditions are obligatory, as

compared with J2NaCl sources. Self diffusion of nickel atoms becomes

significant above 1200 K. This limits the temperature at which the source

can be used.
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600

However, s'Co has a low positron yield (see table 4.1) which makes it

necessary to apply relatively strong sources of 100 - 200 pCi. The large

amount of non-coincident gamma transitions constitute a substantial

background. Therefore it is necessary to use a fast-fast time spectrometer,

even in the case the actual count rate is as low as about 10/s. The energy

of the start gamma is also relatively low. This slightly decreases the

resolution of the time spectrometer. With one of the dynode timing

spectrometers described in paragraph 3.4.3, the "Co time resolution was 180

ps FWHM (determined by a fit with Resolution, par.3.5), whereas the same

spectrometer yielded 170 ps FWHM when using a **Na source.

Due to the high specific mass of the foils, the amount of positrons

annihilating in the source can be quite considerable. Fig. 4.6 shows results

for Ni foils of different thicknesses as obtained with the Monte-Carlo

method described in paragraph 4.2.

Fig. 4.7 shows a measured annealing

behaviour of a sandwich of tungsten

single crystals with a 4um

thickness * *Co-in-nickel source.

Due to the neutron irradiation,

defects are produced in the source.

The longer lifetime component

represents the positrons

annihilating in the defects in the

source material. Fig. 4.7 shows

stage III clustering of small

defects in the source. Stage III is

delayed probably by the impurities

in the nickel foil. The

measurements show instability of

the source contribution if the

source is not annealed before use.
200 400 60D 800 1000

annealing temperature (K)

Fig. 4.7 Annealing experiment of tungsten single crystals and a 4 urn i
st i

nickel-foil- Co source; the measurements are performed at room *
temperature and the anneal time is 30 minutes for each point
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4.4 Conclusion

Positron sources for lifetime studies have to be very thin to enable the

positrons to leave the source. So far, however, sources always contribute to

a lifetime spectrum.

In the case of a J!NaCl-on-separation-foil source, the deposit itself is

shown to contribute significantly to the total amount of positrons

annihilating in the source. This is contrary to literature data where only
3 )

the foil contribution is taken into account . The impact is, that an

argument against mylar as a foil material (the complexity of the lifetime

spectrum) looses validity, because any lifetime spectrum recorded with

**NaCl as a source material is complicated.

In the case of a sealed sample-2JNaCl-sample sandwich the intensity of the

source contribution is low and different components cannot be separated

unless the spectrometer resolution is extremely good. In the simulated case

of an aluminum sample, the bulk lifetime was determined properly when

assuming that the source spectrum contains only one lifetime of about 500

ps.

Calculations have shown that metallic separation foils or metal foil sources

can yield appreciable source contributions. Being embedded in cobalt or

nickel foil, 5lCo is particularly bad in this respect. Calculated estimates

of the contributions are neccesary to obtain quantitative results from

lifetime measurements because the lifetimes in the source and the sample

will often not be well separated. However, the temperature range for the
s•Co source is relatively broad and the source is very safe in use, contrary

to the * *NaCl sources from paragraph 4.3-1 and 4.3.2.
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5 APPLICATIONS IN MATERIALS SCIENCE

5.1 Gas-defect interactions in tungsten and Molybdenum

5.1.1 Introduction

In most metals small amounts of gaseous impurities are dissolved during the

production process. These impurities play an important role in the behaviour

of metals in a number of technologically important cases, such as the

drastic change in mechanical behaviour caused by hydrogen leading to the

phenomenon of hydrogen embrittlement. Under irradiation conditions e.g. in

nuclear reactor materials, notably future fusion reactors, considerable

amounts of gaseous and other impurities can be formed by transmutation

reactions. The development of the defect structure in a metal during

irradiation can be changed dramatically by the presence of gases, because

the gas stabilises vacancies and vacancy clusters.
i \

Reviews on gas-defect interactions in metals are given by Picreaux and

Myers . Methods that in particular have been succesfull for detection of

the gases are based on analysis with energetic ion beams. With these

techniques the sites. occupied by hydrogen and nitrogen in a variety of

metals have been characterised.

Positron annihilation can also be applied succesfully to study gas-defect

interactions because this technique offers the possibility of direct

observation of vacancy-like defects and because the annihilation

characteristics are influenced considerably by impurities trapped in a

defect. Examples are the work of Nielsen et al., who studied neutron

irradiated molybdenum filled with hydrogen and electron irradiated

molybdenum filled with nitrogen . Hydrogen in Mo samples containing voids

was observed to decrease the positron lifetime and to increase the trapping

rate. Hydrogen release occured in two separate anneal stages, attributed to

an initial release as H2-molecules from the center of a defect followed by a

release of atomic H located at the surface of the defect.

Nitrogen in the samples containing vacancies ' was observed to delay the

vacancy clustering stage ('stage III') by 400 K. Before annealing the

vacancy lifetime was decreased by the presence of the nitrogen and the

accompanying intensity was increased. As the nitrogen was injected before
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the electron irradiation, the increase in the intensity was explained by

stating that interstitial nitrogen increases the number of vacancies

surviving recombination. After annealing to stage III temperature, nitrogen

decorated voids were left.

The work presented here is meant to extend the results mentioned above with

results on defects in tungsten and in molybdenum. The lifetime technique is

employed as well as the Doppler broadening technique.

*)5.1.2 Hydrogen-defect interaction in tungsten

5.1.2.1 Experimental

The samples used were tungsten (100) crystals with a purity of 99.995 %.

After mechanical and electro chemical polishing the samples were annealed at

2200 K. Two sets of samples were irradiated with protons, with energies up
-4

to 6 MeV and to damage levels of 3x10 dpa (displacements per atom, sample

set A) and 6x10 dpa (set B). This corresponds to proton doses of 0.6- and

1.2x10 /cm respectively. TRIM calculations were performed to calculate

damage profiles as a function of the proton energy. The incident energies

were choosen such that the damage profile was uniform up to a depth of about

32 pm. A third set (set C) was irradiated with 6 MeV electrons from a

linear accelerator in Gent, Belgium. In the latter case the estimated

vacancy concentration was 4l ppm, uniformly distributed to a depth beyond

the sensitivity range of the positrons.

Sample set A and set B were annealed up to 900 K in steps of 50 K. After

each annealing step, a positron lifetime spectrum was recorded. During this

annealing vacancy clusters were formed and the hydrogen was released from

)
Part of these results have been published before, see

J. de Vries, A. van Veen, A.P. de Lima and W. Lourens; in 'Positron

Annihilation', Eds. P.C. Jain et al.t Singapore 1985, p. 470

A. van Veen, J. de Vries, D. Segers and G.J. Rozing; the same work, p.543
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the samples. After the annealing, set B was used to study the interaction of

hydrogen with voids in tungsten. Set C was used to study the interaction of

hydrogen with monovacancies in tungsten.

The hydrogen filling neccesary for these studies, was performed by using an

apparatus where a low pressure plasma was created by impact ionization of H2

-gas by electrons from a hot cathode. The crystal was negatively biased with

respect to the plasma. Typical H^-ion fluxes are 20 uA/cm (2 keV). Hydrogen

fluences varying from 1.7x10 H /cm to 10 H /cm were applied to the

samples being at a temperature of 330 K.

The effect of the hydrogen filling was monitored by lifetime measurements

and by Doppler-broadening of the 511 keV annihilation line. Most of the

lifetime spectra were recorded using a conventional fast-slow time

spectrometer having a resolution of 200 ps (FWHM). Philips XP2020

photomultipliers and an Ortec 93^ CFTD were used. The scintillators were

conically shaped Pilot U plastics with a volume of about 30 cm . The

scintillators were covered with a combination of smooth and creased aluminum

foil to decrease round going reflections and increase the light output '.

A * *NaCl-on-mylar source was used. The measurements of hydrogen decoration

of sample set B (void .samples) were performed twice, the second time with a
s' Co-in-nickel source and a fast-slow time spectrometer with larger

scintillators and a resolution of 270 ps (FWHM) as determined from the 5tCo

measurements. This setup allowed for an 'in situ' annealing up to 1000 K.

The advantage of using this method is that the experimental scatter due to

repeated positioning of the sample-source-sample sandwich is eliminated. The

measurements of hydrogen decoration of monovacancies were performed with the

same setup.

The Doppler measurements were preformed using an Ortec GeLi detector with an

efficiency of 18 % and a resolution of 1.5 keV and an Ortec model 571 linear

amplifier. The spectrometer was digitally stabilized on the 122 keV line of
57 Co and on the annihilation peak.
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Fig. 5.1 Two component lifetime results of the annealing of proton

irradiated tungsten; set A; low dose samples, 3x10 dpa;

set B: high dose samples, 6x10 dpa

The intensity shown corresponds to the longer lifetime component.

5.1.2.2 Results

The annealing results of the proton irradiated samples (set A and set B) are

presented in fig. 5.1 and 5.2. In fig. 5.1 the results are shown of an

analysis with two lifetime components. For both sets of samples, the stage

III recovery due to vacancy clustering clearly appears at about 750 K. The

intensities of the longer lifetime component both amount to about 60 % in

the temperature interval below stage III. After stage III, however, the

higher dose samples (set B) contain a slightly higher concentration of voids

with a lifetime of about 400 ps, as compared with the low dose samples (set

A).

At 725 K and higher, it was possible to extract three lifetime components

from the spectra and the results of these analyses are included in fig. 5.2.

The longer lifetime, T3, reaches a saturation value of 450 ps with an
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intensity of 20 % in set A and 30 % in set B. The intermediate lifetime

component, T2 , has a lifetime of about 150 ps for both sample sets, and its

intensity is about ho % in the case of sample set A and 25 % for sample set

B. It must be noted that this lifetime component is difficult to determine

with high precision for reasons described in section 3-5-1- Annealing at

lower temperatures than 700 K, a decrease in the defect intensity is

visible, accompanied by a small increase in the defect lifetime.
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Fig. 5-2 Mixed two- and three component lifetime results of the annealing of
4-4proton irradiated tungsten; (A) l̂ w dose samples, 3*10 dpa;

-4
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In fig. 5-3 the Doppler broadening and lifetime results are shown of the

hydrogen filling and subsequent annealing of the sample set containing

voids, i.e. sample set B after 900 K annealing. The Doppler results are

presented by the S-parameter which is defined as the area of a fixed central
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(c) three component lifetime results; the theoretical behaviour of

t, vs. H dose for NH=100 and 200 H/void respectively is

indicated by a solid line
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part of the annihilation peak, normalised with the peak area. The S-

parameter drops during filling of the samples with hydrogen and recovers

during annealing in the temperature interval from 350 to 700 K.

The analyses of the measurements

with two lifetime components are

shown in fig. 5.3b. Before

filling a lifetime of 430 ps was

observed with an intensity of 18

%. After the first filling the

lifetime decreases to 250 ps and

the intensity rises to about 25

%. Upon further filling, only a

slight decrease in the longer

lifetime is observed. During

annealing the longer lifetime ti

recovers after an initial

decrease to 400 ps in the

temperature interval from 450 K

to 650 K. The value of the

shorter lifetime i1 is too high

in comparison with the

prediction from the two-state

00 300 400 S00 60D 700 800

annealing temperature (K)

Fig. 5.4 Two component lifetime results of

the annealing of void containing

tungsten (sample set B) filled

with 2.0xl019H/cm2

trapping model. Thus, the

conclusion has to be that the

results are not adequately

described by a two-component

analysis. Without keeping the

intermediate lifetime at a constant value, however, a three-component fit

did not work out well in all cases. Fig. 5.3c shows the three-lifetime fits

where one lifetime component was kept at a value of 150 ps, attributed to

annihilation in dislocation loops {see discussion proton-irradiated

tungsten). The void lifetime (480 ps) then decreases upon filling the

samples with hydrogen to about 330 ps. The lifetime recovered to its

original value in the same temperature interval as the two-lifetime

analysis. The increase in the defect intensity I2 in fig. 5.3.b as observed

after the first hydrogen filling, did not repeat itself in the analysis

shown in fig. 5-3-c, both for Ie and I, .
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The annealing experiment has been repeated for an injected hydrogen dose of

2x10 H+/cm . In this case an 'in-situ' annealing was performed with a "Co-

in-nickel foil. The results of a two-term analysis also shown in fig. 5.4

demonstrate essentially the same features as the earlier experiment,

apparently corresponding with the release of hydrogen in the temperature

interval from 450 to 650 K.

In crystals which contained

monovacancies created by

electron-irradiation (i.e.

sample set C), the effect of

hydrogen decoration

(2.101^H/cm2) caused a drop in

the monovacancy lifetime from

180 ps to 160 ps, as determined

with the J*NaCl-on-mylar source.

The defect intensity increased

from 57# to 67%. In fig. 5.5

the results of thermal annealing

after filling are shown. These

measurements are performed with

the 'in situ* setup and the 5lCo

source. The lifetime shows a

small increase after annealing

at 550 K and the intensity shows

a decrease. A measurement with

the 2 2 NaCl source outside the

furnace showed that the lifetime

recovered to 180 ps after

annealing at 684 K. At about

this point the stage III vacancy

clustering starts and voids are

formed.

400 ,

«M) 300 400 500 600 70D 800

onnaollng temperature (K)

Fig. 5.5 Two component lifetime results of

the annealing of vacancy

containing tungsten (sample set C)

filled with 2.0xl019H/cm2
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5.1.2.3 Discussion

a. Hydrogen in voids

The decrease of the positron lifetime by hydrogen decoration of vacancies

and vacancy clusters has been predicted on the basis of model calculations

by Jena et al. and Hansen et al. .

The two-lifetime analysis indicates an increase of the positron trapping

rate with the H-dose. The same effect is observed by Nielsen et al. , who

conclude that the positron trapping rate per defect is increased by the

hydrogen decoration of the defects. The reason then has to be that the

density of positron states is enhanced by the hydrogen. The trapping rate as

expressed by eq. 2.15 is larger because the summation includes the extra

states. Note, however, that the effect does not repeat itself in the three-

lifetime analysis. The three-term analysis is more realistic, since

dislocation loops are likely to be present in the samples. This indicates

that the reason for the observed behaviour of the longer lifetime intensity

in the two-component analysis may be totally experimental, i.e. that the

dislocation lifetime component mixes with the lifetime of H-filled voids at

lower temperatures and with annihilations in the bulk at higher

temperatures. The longer lifetime value is essentially the same for the two-

and three term analysis and represent the H-interactions with voids.

A rough estimate for the number of hydrogen atoms per void can be obtained

by using a simple hydrogen filling model. This model allows the hydrogen to

migrate only in depth regions of the crystal where the defects are saturated

with hydrogen. The saturation level is reached when at the injection

temperature the hydrogen release rate from the defects balances the hydrogen

trapping rate. If z is the separation depth of the saturated zone from the

unsaturated one, z proceeds upon filling with dose P as follows
s

= (2LnP/(ntNHN1,))
1/2

where L is the mean implantation depth (s 48nm) for 1 keV H, n the hydrogen

ion penetration probability (0.87), n, the defect density, Nu the saturation
t M

level (H/defect) and No the atomic density of tungsten. Upon filling the
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measured lifetime of the positrons trapped in the defects will be the

average of the lifetime for unfilled (V) and filled (HV) defects weighted

with the depth dependent probing density of positrons as follows

~aSs "a+
z
s

T(P) = t^d-e ) + V 3

where a is the absorption coefficient of positrons in W for ZJNa as source

material. The input data are the void density (1 ppm), the size of the voids

(estimated on 30 vacancies) and the experimentally found behaviour of T, in

fig. 5-3c. Two full curves are drawn in fig. 5-3c representing solutions,

where the saturation level N,, = 100- and 200 H/void at 330 K injection
ti

temperature.

Both measurements of hydrogen decorated voids (figs. 5-3 and 5.4) show

initially a decrease in the longer lifetime component. This behaviour can be

explained tentatively by a redistribution of hydrogen after stopping the

hydrogen filling current. The hydrogen saturation level obtained during the

filling is slightly enhanced. This enhancement is then frozen in but will be

lowered by the first annealing step. The depth level z upon which voids are

saturated with hydrogen will slightly increase. This, in its turn, causes

the small decrease in the void lifetime.

For the interpretation of the annealing behaviour of the hydrogen-containing

samples we must consider the possible bonding sites of hydrogen as indicated

in the potential energy diagram of fig. 5.6. It is expected that the release

of molecular Hj-gas collected in the inner volume of the void will be seen

and later the more strongly bound H at the void inner surface.

The annealing stage attributed to the release of hydrogen from the void

gives no clear indication of two distinct release processes. Only the second

annealing series, which was performed with the 'in situ' setup and therefore

has smaller experimental scatter of the measuring points (see fig. 5.4),

does seem to show a subdivision in the annealing stage.

Attempts to fit the annealing stage by a single dissociation process of the

hydrogen followed by diffusion gave a temperature interval for the annealing
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stage which was too narrow. At least two dissociation energies were needed

to get a reasonable fit, as will be outlined below.

surface vacancy void

Fig. 5.6 Schematic potential energy diagram for hydrogen in a metal lattice

containing a surface, a monovacancy and a void

The full curve represents the diagram for hydrogen in atomic form,

the broken curve represents hydrogen in molecular form.
M
EL, is the migration energy of hydrogen in atomic form,

E is the heat of solution, 1/2E , is the adsorption energy
s aus _.

of a single H-atom in molecular form, £„_ .. is the energy of

dissociation from a defect for hydrogen in molecular form and

is the same for H as an atom
.—at

The released hydrogen will because of retrapping diffuse with an effective

diffusivity '

D = DocH/CHVexp(-Ej/kT) £ Do/znfc expf-E^/kT)

where CH/CJJW i-s the ratio of the interstitial hydrogen and in the defects

and z is a geometrical trapping factor (about 3); D0=4.10 cm /s.

Solving the diffusion equation nummerically, the two extreme dissociation

energies are E . = 1.0 eV and E = 1.4 eV. The accompanying temperature
m m nm0x n

ranges are 370 K to 500 K (for E = 1.0 eV) and 500 K to 680 K (for E = 1.4

eV).

A comparison with literature can only be made by comparing the dissociation

energies of hydrogen from a void surface with dissociation from a tungsten

outer surface. This comparison results in Ej, . = E +EL, 2 1.4 eV for the
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S o \ n M

release of molecular hydrogen ' and Ejj_at=
 E

s
+ \ + 1/2 E

a ( } s
£ 2 - 1 e V f o r

atomic hydrogen ' (see fig. 5«6).

It is most natural to attribute the two obtained binding energies from the

positron results to IL, and EL_ .. The difference with the literature

values must be caused by a difference in the hydrogen binding to a void

surface and an outer surface. This is not unrealistic for small voids.

Another possibility is that the sensitivity of the positron starts merely as

the surface coverage of the void with H is complete. No theoretical

estimations of this sitviation are available, however. It must be noted that

recent hydrogen desorption measurements support the binding energies

obtained with the positron measurements

b. Hydrogen in vacancies

It is neccesary to estimate the separation depth of the saturated zone z
s

and check whether the positrons are stopped in the H- decorated region. As

the saturation level of hydrogen in vacancies in tungsten is unknown, we

have to make use of recent atomembedding calculations for hydrogen binding
I i \

to vacancies in nickel . These calculations yielded a saturation level of

about 5 H/vacancy. The penetration depth of hydrogen is then z =37 urn,

ensuring that 95 % of the positrons is stopped within the H-filled area.

Hydrogen injection in monovacancies causes a decrease of the positron

lifetime in agreement with theoretical predictions . The intensity of the

defect lifetime is increased by hydrogen filling. Once again we have to be

cautious in concluding that the positron trapping rate is increased by the

hydrogen, since also in this case dislocation loops may distort the picture.

The positron lifetime increases slightly after 550 K annealing indicating

that hydrogen is released. The accompanying decrease of the intensity occurs

at 450 K. This means that the onset of hydrogen release cannot be precisely

defined in these measurements but must be higher than the same onset in the

case of the void samples. The very weakly bound hydrogen states are absent

in these samples.

The fact that no decrease of the defect lifetime is observed after the first

anneal step, indicates that this decrease as observed for the samples
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containing voids, is due to weakly bound hydrogen states and enforces the

explanation given above.

Since the positron lifetime cannot distinguish between vacancy cluster

growth and hydrogen release (both increase the lifetime), it is difficult to

mark the precise end of the hydrogen release stage. If we assume that the

migration energy of vacancies containing hydrogen is slightly higher than

the value for clean vacancies, the hydrogen release stage should be finished

as clustering starts. A hydrogen dissociation energy of 1.2 eV<IL,<1.4 eV can

then be obtained using the same argumentation as described above for the

void samples.

c. Proton irradiated tungsten

The results of the two lifetime fittings in fig. 5-1 are shown because of

the smaller statistical errors, bnt for a proper explanation of the curves

two types of defects are needed (fig. 5-2). Identification of the components

leaves us with the following model. After stage III T3 clearly represents

the voids that are formed by the clustering of vacancies. Then, below stage

III, T2 must contain the annihilation of positrons in vacancies. What

remains is a component tt after stage III, that we associate to annihilation

in dislocation loops. Dislocation loops are likely to be present in our

samples, are expected to have a lifetime slightly lower than the vacancy

lifetime and do not disappear at stage III. Because of the existence of the

loops, T, and t2 before stage III must be a mixture of annihilation of

positrons in the bulk, in dislocation loops and in vacancies.

The proton energy range has been choosen such that the defect structure was

homogeneous within the sensitivity range of the positron. This ensures that

hydrogen will be distributed homogeneously in the same region.

The positron results show that no voids are formed by the irradiation. The

fact that no long lifetimes are observed below stage III could indicate that

the processes which lead to vacancy cluster formation are suppressed by the

presence of hydrogen. Irradiation induced vacancy motion and clustering

processes could be prevented by hydrogen binding to the vacancies. This
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makes the annealing behaviour of these samples similar to the electron

irradiated- and hydrogen filled samples.

The small increase in the defect lifetime observed in the hydrogen filled

sample set C repeats itself in the proton irradiated sample sets. The defect

intensity also decreases in figs. 5-1 or 5.2 as in fig. 5.5 due to the

hydrogen release. The onset temperature is less clear than in the

measurements of the electron irradiated samples, but occurs in the same

region. The reason may be that the experimental scatter in the measurements

of the proton irradiated samples is not as small as those of the electron

irradiated samples since the latter was performed in the 'in situ1 setup.

A very remarkable feature of the results before stage III is the fact that

the intensity of the defect components are practically equal for both the

-4 -4
sample set A (3x10 dpa) and set B (6x10 dpa). These calculated damage
levels do not take into account the annealing processes which already take

i * \
place below room temperature. Schultz found that only about 15 % of the

damage in electron irradiated tungsten survives at room temperature.

Assuming a linear build up of the damage we would have expected damage

levels of 45 PPm and 90 ppm respectively. Application of the trapping model
14 lt)

assuming a defect trapping rate of 2.6x10 /s , gives, for both sets, a

damage level of about 20 ppm.

It is obvious that either some form of saturation in the damage built up has

occured, either the positron trapping has caused the difference, or both.
I i \

Howell observed a saturation effect in the damage build up in Mo after
1 f\ ?

about 5x10 /cm proton irradiation of energies of 5MeV and 19.5 MeV, which

is only slightly higher than the proton dose in W in this case. If

saturation occurs, the hydrogen level per defect in the high fluence samples

will be higher. Since, however, the annealing curves are different behind

stage III, positron trapping has at least partly caused the behaviour.

The positron trapping phenomenom is influenced by the hydrogen decoration.

Whether the trapping rate is increased or decreased is unclear at this

moment, but the difference in the hydrogen concentration of the high- and

the low dose sets should not be as large to explain that the defect

intensities equalise. Limited positron diffusion should not play any role in

the small defects we are dealing with (see section 2.5.3). Considering the

estimations in section 2.5-4, the exotic effect of resonant positron
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trapping may play a role in our tungsten samples. Taking into account,

however, that the samples are hydrogen decorated, the effect is unknown at

this moment. As a last possibility we have to consider that also the

dislocation loops present in the samples before stage III may distort the

observed defect intensity. The total effect remains puzzling however.

After annealing at 800 K, it is observed that less voids and more loops are

present in the low fluence samples than in the high fluence samples. From

the present data, however, it canot be derived whether the higher hydrogen

concentration in the high fluence samples has led to this result e.g. by

influencing the loop development.

The present results show that positrons can probe the arrival and

dissociation of hydrogen in vacancy type defects. Obtained values for the

dissociation energies are 1.0 eV for dissociation of hydrogen from a

molecular state in a void, lA eV for dissociation of hydrogen from an

atomic state near the surface of a void and 1.2 - l.k eV for dissociation of

H from a monovacancy. The hydrogen implantation technique is usefull to

decorate the defects in a controlable way because implantation depth and

implatation temperature are free to choose.

5.1.3 Gas-defect interactions in •olybdenua

5.1.3.1 Experimental

The influence of a nitrogen filling on the thermal annealing behaviour of

deformed Mo single crystals was studied by the Doppler broadening technique.

The behaviour of the Doppler broadening S-parameter is usually quite

comparable with the average positron lifetime.

The S-parameter was measured from room temperature to 1250 K for

a) undeformed Mo crystals filled with hydrogen (samples set A ) ,

b) for k0% deformed pure crystals (sample set B), and

c) for *\0% deformed N-filled crystals (sample set C)
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Two sets of samples were filled with nitrogen by rapidly quenching of the

samples heated to 1900 K in 76O torr N, by dropping them in ice-cold water.

The nitrogen concentration was estimated to be between 200 and 350 ppm

according to results for a similar case obtained from Evans

The nitrogen is kept into solution by quenching the crystals to room

temperature. The estimated concentration of thermal vacancies at 1900 K is
-8

about 10 , being one order of magnitude below detection limit.

One of these sets is deformed 40 % (i.e. the thickness reduction) together

with a third set which was not filled with nitrogen.

Doppler broadening spectra were recorded with a Ge-Li detector with

specifications as described in section 5-1.2.1.

5.1-3-2 Results and discussion

Fig. 5-7 shows the results for the three sets of samples. Note that the data

for sample set A is scaled differently to make smaller effects visible.

a. Nitrogen precipitation in undeforaed Ho

17)
Resistivity measurements and transmission electron microscope experiments

it)
by Evans and Eyre define various stages regarding N- migration and

precipitation. During annealing nitrogen is observed to cluster two-

dimensionally parallel to (100) planes. At high temperatures Y-Mo2N is

formed.

Fig. 5-7a shows that positron . annihilation is hardly sensitive to these

effects. Initially S is slightly increased as compared to the Mo reference

value. After annealing at 1000 K, S has returned to this reference value.

Nielsen ' finds a constant positron lifetime of 140 ps in 2000 ppm N filled

Mo, also slightly above the Mo bulk lifetime of 120 ps.

The present results show a nitrogen release beyond 1000 K.

b. Deformed Molybdenum

z« \
From previous measurements on Mo it follows that the S-parameter reaches

a saturation value at about 40 % deformation. This means that the rise of S
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Fig. 5-7 The Doppler broadening S-parameter as a function of the

annealing temperature for three different molybdenum sample sets

Set A is doped with nitrogen, set B is kO % mechanically deformed

and set C is 40 % mechanically deformed and N doped.
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at about ^50 K must be attributed to a change in the defect structure. It is
2 o \

known that vacancies in Mo are mobile at about -450 K . Lifetime
1') ' 5 ) 2' )

measurements of Nielsen , Eldrup and Hansen • of electron irradiated

Mo and Petersen of neutron irradiated Mo also show that this mobility

forms the onset of stage III void formation. This has to be the case here

also.

After the rise, S decreases slowly until annealing at 900 K. This agrees
1!) IS) 2 0)

with the results of Nielsen ', Eldrup and Petersen . The effect is

attributed to the growth of larger vacancy clusters at the cost of the

smaller ones.

After annealing at 900 K the decrease in S is much stronger. In analogy with

the other experiments, this has to be explained by a desintegration of the

vacancy clusters, which cannot survive at these temperatures.

c. Nitrogen in deformed molybdenum

The start value of S is significantly lower than in the case of the deformed

samples without nitrogen. Nielsen et al. indicate, however, a 15x

increased vacancy production for electron irradiated Mo and explain this
2 2 )

with the Walker model . According to this model, mobile interstitials are

bound to the nitrogen. This prohibits recombination with vacancies. The

reason that S is not increased in this case, must be that the S-parameter is

decreased by the N-decoration, as was observed in section 5.1.2 for H-

decoration to voids in tungsten.
2 3 \

Thermal desorption measurements and calculations by van Veen and Caspers

indicate that nitrogen- vacancy dissociation takes place with a dissociation

energy of 2.55 eV, corresponding with about 750 K in the present

experiments. The small rise in S in the temperature range of 750 K to 850 K

could therefore be attributed to nitrogen-vacancy dissociation. Filius and
2 » )

van Veen show that in case of a high concentration of NV defects, these

defects may dissociate to form small nitrogen vacancy clusters. These small

clusters dissociate again at some 100 K higher temperature. This effect may

explain the delay of vacancy clustering, observed by the rise of S, to a

temperature of 850 K. Similar effects have been observed for delay of

vacancy clustering in electron irradiated nitrogen filled molybdenum by
1' )

Nielsen et al.
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5.2 Hydrogen in niobium

5.2.1 Introduction

In contrast to the bcc metals Mo and W, the bcc transition metal niobium can

contain high concentrations of dissolved hydrogen ntoms. Depending on the

temperature and the hydrogen concentration, the Nb-H system knows several
is jzt)

phases . These phases can be solid solutions (the a and a' phases) or

ordered phases, which are called hydrides (e.g. the £ phase). Hydrides can

be us.id for storage of hydrogen in energy systems . Niobium is a candidate

material for the wall of future fusion reactors.

So far, positron annihilation measurements have been performed by Hautojfirvi
2 • \

et al. on electron irradiated niobium with and without H. The stage III

annealing could easily be observed and a hydrogen concentration of 5 at %

decreased the defect lifetime from 210 ps to 170 ps and delayed stage III

from 230 K to 380 K. Small vacancy clusters were found to be stabilised by

the presence of hydrogen, but started to disappear after annealing at 700 K.

In this study the behaviour of niobium hydrides has been studied during an

anneal treatment up to 1270 K. Three techniques are employed, being positron

lifetime measurements, electron diffraction and transmission electron

microscopy. The following phases of the niobium-hydrogen system are

important in tiiis study

1) the a phase,

which exists at the highest temperatures and has a random

distribution of hydrogen atoms at tetrahedal interstices of the

elementary Nb scructure

2) the p phase,

which is an ordered interstitial solution where the hydrogen atoms

occupy on the average three or four tetrahedal sites of the

initial bcc niobium structure; this phase exists in a temperature

region lower than the a phase (up to about 400 K, depending on the

hydrogen concentration); the a- and fj phases may occur mixed

3) the G, n and 6 phases,

which are the phases existing below 200 K; this section of the phase
25 \

diagram is considered tentative ; a transition from these
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phases to the f$ phase, however, is known to produce a dislocation
2' )

microstructure

The electron diffraction information was used to detect the presence of an

ordered hydride phase. Electron microscopy was employed to observe the

dislocation structure and the precipitate structure in the case of mixed a

and fi phases. The positron lifetime technique was used to observe defects

associated with hydrogen and the release of this hydrogen.

5.2.2 Experimental

The TEM samples were cut from a high purity Nb single crystal rod and

carefully polished. The hydrogenation was performed either by 2 kV H,-ion

implantation at room temperature or by electrolytically charging in diluted

H2SO, at 370 K. The hydrogen concentration was estimated to be between 20 %

and 50 % H/Nb atomic ratio. After hydrogen filling the samples were cooled

down to liquid nitrogen temperature to create dislocations. After this

treatment, the samples were perforated using an argon mill aparatus.

Annealing up to 1270 K in steps of 50 K was performed 'in situ' in a 100 kV

Philips EM300 electron microscope. The anneal time of each step was 5

minutes.

The samples for examination by positron annihilation were cut from the same

Nb single crystal and polished. The hydrogenation was performed with H2-ion

implantation up to a concentration of 5 &t.%. The samples were cooled for a

short period to liquid nitrogen temperature similar as has been done or the

TEM specimens. An 'in situ' isochronal annealing was performed up to 1000 K

using a s • Co-in-nickel source with a thickness of 10 um and a fast-slow type

time spectrometer with a time resolution of 270 ps (FWHM) as determined rom

the 5tCo spectra. The annealing was performed in steps of 50 K and the

anneal time was 30 minutes for each step. The annealing was continued up to

1200 K using a separate furnace and spectrometer and a *aNaCl-on-mylar

source.
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Fig. 5.8 Hydride plates in niobium as observed at room temperature

after electrolytical charging and abruptly cooling at

liquid nitrogen temperature

5.2.3 Besults and discussion

Fig. 5-8 shows a TEM observation at room temperature, after hydrogenation.

Hydride plates can be observed, and their existence is supported by extra

spots in the electron diffraction pattern. This indicates the existence of

the £ phase. No difference in structure was observed due to the method of

hydrogenation. The hydride structure was stable during annealing from room

temperature up to 1000 K. At 1000 K the extra spots in the electron

diffraction pattern started to disappear, indicating the dissolution of the

hydride. At this temperature the dislocations due to the hydride

precipitation arranged themselves in a cell structure as shown in fig. 5.9

According to the phase diagrams , hydrides are not be expected to

survive at temperatures beyond 400 K. It was pointed out, however, that the

precipitation and dissolution temperatures depend on the rate at which the
3.)

temperature changes. Amano et al.

temperatures above 770 K.

found hydrides surviving to



Fig. 5-9 Clear cell dislocation microstructure observed in

hydrogenated niobium samples after annealing at 1300 K

The positron bulk lifetime in Nb was T. = 122 ps as measured with the

source. Fig. 5-10 shows two-term analyses of the measurements of the anneal

series. A component of 110 ps (the bulk lifetime of Ni) and an intensity of

29 % was substracted to account for annihilations in the source. The

intensity was obtained using the Monte Carlo method described in section

k.2. Notwithstanding the high intensity of the source contribution, the

correction does not influence the results appreciably. The shorter lifetime

in the measurements with the sfCo-source is not accurately determined, due

to the summation effect mentioned in chapter 3- This causes the difference

with the earlier observed bulk lifetime of 122 ps. From ;000 K to 1200 K the

annealing was continued with a e2Na-source. The change in sources induced

also a jump in the longer lifetime. The intensity of the longer lifetime,

however, is very low at this point in the annealing.

Due to the hydrogenation and cooling, a longer lifetime component appears in

the measurements. After an initial decrease, the lifetime increases up to

450 ps, the saturation value for voids in metals. The accompanying intensity

increases gradually where the lifetime decreases and vice versa.
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Fig. 5-10 Positron lifetime measurements of hydrogenated niobium;

.until 1000 K the measurements were performed with a 5lCo

source, from 1000 K to 1200 K with a JJNaCl source

The fact that not all positrons are trapped, shows that the hydride

structure itself does not trap positrons. Thus, the longer lifetime

represents defects in the samples.

The most straightforward explanation is that the formation of the

dislocation structure has caused trails of vacancies to be formed as was

found before in deformed molybdenum by thermal helium desorption

experiments '. Lifetime values of around 300 ps, like found here, are often

reported or small vacancy clusters produced in deformed or neutron
3 Z )

irradiated metals .

It is very likely that, during annealing, hydrogen becomes available for

decorating these defects, accounting for the decrease of the lifetime from

room temperature on. The onset of vacancy clustering observed by a rise of
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the lifetime occurs at 425 K, which is comparable with the delayed vacancy

clustering stage observed by Hautoj&rvi et al. in his Nb-H samples.

At 900 K all hydrogen has gone so that the lifetime reaches its saturation

value of 450 ps for undecorated voids. A conclusive statement on the

disappearance of the voids cannot be made because of the jump in the longer

lifetime at 1000 K.

No sudden change in the positron results is observed at 1000 K as in the

electron microscope data. This is not very remarkable since the positron

senses the existence of defects, not their precise configuration or the

existence of a hydride phase.

Only a small fraction of positrons is trapped in the defects, the

concentration of which seems to be high as results from the TEM

observations. Especially in the region above 1000 K, this is remarkable. It

should be noted, however, that the hydrogen concentration is higher in the

case of the electron microscope samples.

To make the picture more complete, it would be usefull to perform a hydrogen

desorption er.f"?riment and to investigate the precise role of the hydrogen

content of the samples.
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5-3 Structural defects

This section deals with materials in which the undeformed lattice unit cell

contains some vacancy-like space or in which atom periodicity is hard to

define. In the latter case vacancy-like space exists because of the non-

crystalline packing of the atoms. Trapping of positrons may occur in such

'structural defects'. The conditions for trapping are the same as for the

defects mentioned in chapter 2 but the concentration is such that no

delocalized positrons can exist unless detrapping from the defects is

considerable.

5.3-1 Amorphous Fe,,NitiB2t

5.3.1.1 Introduction

Amorphous metals or metallic glasses have a lack of long range atom

periodicity. Metallic glasses are interesting because of their extraordinary

magnetic and mechanical properties. Metallic glasses are produced by rapidly

quenching a liquid metal or alloy. Annealing of metallic glasses causes

structural relaxation and, in the end, crystalisation. One of the models to

describe the structural relaxation distinghuishes two separate
3 3 )

contributions : Chemical Short Range Ordering (CSRO) and Topological Short

range Ordering (TSRO). In TSRO topological atomic positions are rearranged

.regardless their chemical species and, as a result, a.o. the density of the

glass will decrease as the relaxation increases. This part of the relaxation

process can be described with a single activation energy. In CSRO the

chemical species of the atoms plays a role. CSRO is a reversible process, as

the CSRO equilibrium state depends on the temperature. CSRO relaxation is

described by a broad range of activation energies. TSRO relaxation starts

when CSRO is nearly completed.
3 3 \

From the kinetics of TSRO and CSRO, as described by van den Beukel ', it

can be shown that, in measuring a physical property as a function of the

time of isothermal annealing,

1) higher temperatures lead to faster annealing and a shift towards
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shorter times of the CSRO-TSRO turn-over point

2) the difference between the physical property measured before and

after an annealing treatment, is smaller for a higher annealing

temperature.

An amount of experimental evidence for the separate existence of the two

ordering processes has already been obtained, measuring Youngs's modulus,

electrical resistivity, length and viscosity . In the present experiments

the positron lifetime technique is used to check the model with its specific

microscopic free volume sensitivity. Earlier positron annihilation

measurements of the Fet0Ni,0B20 system were performed by Schiltz et al.

They explain their results after isochronal annealing above room temperature

by small changes in a vacancy- or dislocation-like defect structure in the

samples. These authors, however, merely made a comparison between the

behaviour of the Fe, 0 Nit 0 B, „ - and Fet 0 Ni3, Mo, B,, systems. In the present

approach the positron lifetime technique is applied with special regard to

the CSRO-TSRO model. The study has been performed in collaboration with the

section Metal Physics of the department of Materials Science of the Delft

University of Technology.

5.3-1.2 Experimental

All measurements were performed using a fast-fast type time spectrometer and

a z*NaCl-on-mylar source. For each sandwich three lifetime components could

be distinghuished, two of which has to be attributed to annihilations in the

source (350 ps and 1.4 ns). Thus, a single lifetime is observed in the

'samples. To be able to observe small differences in this lifetime, the ratio

of the intensity of the source lifetimes is determined and kept fixed in the

analyses. Both source lifetimes too are fixed. This procedure replaces the

conventional method of fixing both lifetimes and the intensity of the 350 ps

component and is able to correct for small differences in the positioning of

the sandwiches.

Due to changes of the source and spectrometer conditions, small shifts in

the measured lifetimes occured. To be able to interprete the measurements,
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not-annealed samples were used to calibrate measurements from different

series.

5.3.I.3 Results and discussion

Fig. 5.11 shows the positron lifetime as a function of the isothermal

annealing for four different temperatures. The error bars represent the

statistical error together with an estimated error due to the positioning of

the sandwich.

To relate the results for the different temperatures, the actual activation
33 \

energies have to be considered. Earlier experiments showed that CSRO can

be well described by a homogeneous distribution of activation energies in

the range of 130 - 250 kJ/mol and TSRO by the single acitvation energy of

250 kJ/mol. These energies can be related to the annealing curves using

E = R Teffln

where E is the activation energy

R is the gas constant

T „_ is an effective temperature.
eff -k -1

T -p=T/(l-aT), a=9.7xlO K , T the temperature in K

= 6.6xlOb s"1

The CSRO-TSRO turn-over point has been indicated in fig. 5.11 as well as the

activation energy that compares with the onset of crystalisation. The latter
91 \

value is 290 kJ/mol '.

The value of the positron lifetime indicates that the cavities trapping

positrons are smaller than monovacancies.

The onset of crystalisation seems to be marked by a small rise in the
Ml

lifetime. This, was also observed in the earlier positron measurements .

This increase indicates that the cavities do not disappear, but rather

increase slightly in size. Since crystalisation is likely to be accompanied

by some precipitation, a defect structure will be produced. This may account

for the mentioned increase.



The CSRO-TSRO turn-over point is marked by a decrease of the lifetime for

the 525-. 575" and 600 K series, whereas the measurements of the 550 K

series are not conclusive in this respect. At this moment the size of the

cavities apparently becomes smaller.

The 525 K curve (and in a lesser extent the 550 K curve) shows a decrease

and a rise of T during CSRO annealing. Probably the same structure exists in

the data for the higher temperatures, but this data was meant to study long

term relaxation and does not contain enough measured points for short times.

The effect is largest for the 525 K series, agreeing with the prediction of

CSRO-TSRO kinetics. A precise explanation of the behaviour is difficult.

Possibly, the position of Ni- and Fe atoms relative to the position of the

positron traps are interchanged which influences locally the electron

density. Another possibility is that the size of the cavities is altered

during the relaxation. The first possibility agrees best with the current

description of CSRO.

The present measurements may add to the knowledge of structural relaxation

in Fe40Ni%0Bso.

5.3.2 Titanium carbide

5.3.2.1 Introduction

Titanium carbide (TiC) has been studied extensively during the last decade,

because of a combination of properties. In addition to an extreme hardness

and a high melting point TiC is also characterised by a good resistance to
it \

mechanical damage and chemical attack '. The main technological application

of TiC is as wear-resistant coating in the tool industry. TiC has a cubic
37)crystal structure similar to sodium iodide . The composition range is

rather wide, varying from 3** to 49 at % C. As a result, a significant amount

of C atom positions is vacant.

The purpose of these measurements is to see whether the positron lifetime

can be linked to the fraction of carbon in the pure TiC crystal.
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Fig. 5.12 Positron lifetime in TiC as

a function of the carbon

concentration

5.3-2.2 Experimental and results

TiC crystals with varying carbon

content were obtained from P.

Raemakers, from the Technical

University of Eindhoven. Before

measurement, the samples were

annealed for 24 hours at 1800 K to

remove any deformation. After

substraction of two source

lifetimes from the *2NaCl-on-mylar

source, a single lifetime component

is left. Fig. 5.12 shows the

measured lifetime as a function of

the carbon fraction. Two points

were checked to be reproducible.

The lifetime values do not show a simple relation with the number of vacant

carbon positions in the lattice. Fij;. 5.13 shows the same measured lifetimes

but now as a function of the

lattice parameter of the TiC

samples. From these results, we

might draw the conclusion that the

positron lifetime rises with the

lattice parameter. Since the

lattice parameter changes only by

about 0.25 X. the observed change

in the positron lifetime of 4 ps

can hardly be explained by a change

in the mean electron density. This

indicates that positrons are

trapped in the structural vacancies

in the TiC samples. All positrons

are trapped, which means that the

lifetime is insensitive to the

concentration of the vacant carbon lattice positions. The rise of the

lifetime with increasing lattice parameter indicates that the positrons

4.312 4.324 4.336

lattice parameter [A]

Fig. 5.13 Positron lifetime in TiC as

a function of the lattice

parameter
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sense an increase of the size of the defects in TiC. This behaviour agrees

with the trapping model of a system where each positron annihilates from a

trapped state. Changes in defects may be observed, but no changes in the

concentration of the defects.

As with the measurements on Fe^ 0 Ni4 0 B2 0, the nett effects are small,

however, which does not facilitate the measurements and interpretations.

5.** Miscellaneous topics

5.4.1 Positron annihilation in carbon

Lifetime measurements have been performed on diamond type 2A and diamond

type IB. The idea was to explore the possibilities of defect studies with

positrons on diamond and also to compare the two types of diamond. Natural

diamond (type IB) contains small nitrogen precipitates which are absent in

diamond 2A. No earlier positron lifetime determinations in diamond were

known.

In addition to diamond, three graphites have'been measured.

To be able to measure the very small samples (2.5 mm diameter and 0.25 nun

thickness for diamond 2A and about 2x3 ana with a thickness of 0.1 mm for

IB), the 22NaCl was deposited directly onto the samples.

The measured positron lifetime was 130(2) ps for both diamond IB and 2A.

This shows that positron are not trapped in the nitrogen precipitates.

Taking into account the actual low value of the lifetime, however, vacancy-

and vacancy cluster trapping will be expected to be well observable.

The inverse of the measured lifetime has been added to the data presented in

fig. 2.1.

The graphite samples were measured using a conventional * !NaCl-on-mylar

source. Table 5-1 shows the results. In glassy carbon only one lifetime

component could be distinguished. The results show a complex behaviour which

cannot simply be related to the density of the material.



Table 5.1 Positron lifetimes in graphites

density

[g/cm3] [ps] [PS] [«

glassy carbon 1.3 440(2)

papyex lint 1.0 120(4) 359(2) 81(2)

pyrolytical graphite 2.1 336(8) 494(19) 33(7)

5-4.2 Measurements on photocatalyst powders

Illuminated powder semiconductors are used to effect chemical reactions,

e.g. Hj production from primary alcohols (CH30H, C2H5-CHj0H). The powders

are extremely fine grained, with grain sizes down to 30 nm diameter. The

applicibility can be extended by group VIII metal deposits. The deposit size

then is about 2 nm diameter. The properties of the resulting bifunctional

photocatalysts are more complex than if they were a mere addition of the
3I)!!\

properties of both materials and subject to much research ' '.

Because positrons can be expected to annihilate on the surface of the

grains, some preliminary measurements have been performed to investigate the

influence of the metal deposits on the annihilation characteristics. The

measurements have been performed in air using perspex powder containers

covered with a 3-7 um mylar foil and a * *NaCl-on-mylar source. No attempt

was made to dry the powders. Table 5-2 shows the lifetime results for the

raw spectra. These results are chosen, because a precise contribution of the

source and containers is hard to determine. Annihilation in the foils and

the source will probably account for a few percent of the longer lifetime

component.

The bulk lifetime of a TiOj crystal was measured as 175(2) ps and the bulk

lifetime of CdS as 285(2) ps.

The most striking feature of these results is the difference in intensity of

the third lifetime component I, between the TiOs powder and the TiO, powder

with Pt deposit, as illustrated in fig. 5.14.



Table 5-2 Raw spectrum lifetime results of photocalatyst powders

sample

TiOj

TiO2+ 5% Pt

CdS

CdS + 0.5% Pt

A12O,

T, [PS]

200(18)

288(38)

236(7)

219(15)
227(2.5)

Tj [PS]

387(6)

390(19)
376(9)

355(11)

475(5)

T3[psJ

1809(14)
1660(30)

1544(27)

1543(35)
2105(10)

7K3)
70(20)

54(5)

66(7)
4l(D

I,[«

16.6(0.2)
5.8(0.2)

4.9(0.2)

5.7(0.2)

18.1(0.1)

ID]

Lifetime values higher than 1 ns are known to be due to positronium (Ps) .

Since the Ti02 crystal does not exhibit this lifetime, positronium is formed

in defects within the grains or at the surface of the grains. The latter

possibility is most likely due to the grain size. It means that the Ti02 -

and the Al203 surfaces allow for positronium formation. If we attribute the

longer lifetime component with an intensity of about 5 % in the powders to

annihilations in the source and container, the remaining longer lifetime T 2

in CdS represents a surface or defect state of the positrons or a strongly

deformed positronium state. These measurements only are not conclusive in

this respect. From practical point of view, CdS is less attractive for

positron research because of the small effects that are observed. Therefore

we concentrate on the difference between the two T102 powders.

Note firstly that the fractional area covered by the Pt is much too low to

account for the quench of a factor of at least three of ortho-Ps if not some

additional interaction between the Pt and the positronium exists. The actual

value of the quench factor is probably significantly higher, because of the

present omission of a source correction. Two hypotheses may explain the

data.

1) Ps formation is quenched because Ps enhances the positron thermalisation.

If no Pt is present, positron thermalisation may take place by inelastic

phonon scattering between the grains or phonon exitation inside the

grains. Ps is formed at the surface of a grain.

If Pt is present, the scattering between the grains stops as soon as the
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positron meets a Pt deposit. Thermalisation takes place very rapidly in

the Pt by electron-hole exitations and also annihilation. Pt does not

allow for Ps Formation and thus this formation is quenched.

2) Pt is a quencher because it reacts with Ps. The influence of the Pt

deposits is r arge because Ps is mobile ->etv sen the grains or at the

surface. If a reaction occurs, the ortho-Ps lifetime is affected with a

reaction rate A . in the following way

-1 _
Tortho-Ps ~ no Pt i eaction

The reaction rate by then is proportional with the fraction of coverage

of the Pt.

To be able to distinguish between the two models, it will neccesary in

future experiments to check on the effect caused by changing the fraction of

Pt coverage. This; will enable us to see whe her the ortho-Ps lifetime value

is affected or its intensity. It will be neccesary to check the influence of

any defects inside the grains (e.g. by annealing the samples before

measurement) and the influence of gas between the grains to vary the

thermalisation process.

Furthermore, since the major attention is pointed towards the ortho-Ps

lifetime component, it would be wise to use a powder container with kapton

foil instead of mylar and also a container material which does not exhibit

lifetimes above 1 ns.

The samples were obtained from J. Warman from the Technical University Delft

and the results were discussed with A. Dupasquier from the Politecnico di

Milano.
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5-5 Evaluation: positron annihilation as a tool in materials science

Some conclusions from the previous chapter will be generalised now,

augmented with views which came forward at a round table discussion in the

positron conference in New Delhi, India, Jan. 1985

Most of the work on positron annihilation has been in the field of metal

defects. There have been historically at least two very significant

contributions of positron annihilation to our knowledge of materials. The

first is the determination of vacancy formation enthalpies of most metals

from positron trapping at equilibrium concentration vacancies, the second is

the identification of the stage III annealing of deformed metals. Vacancy

formation enthalpies of some high melting point metals can only be

determined by the positron annihilation method, for other metals positron

annihilation is considered to yield the most reliable values. Knowledge of

the different stages in the annealing characteristics of deformed metals

originates from electrical resistivity measurements. Two models are used to

explain the behaviour of the third annealing stage. The 'vacancy model'

assumes that vacancies are mobile during stage III and the 'two-interstitial

model' assumes that one of two types of interstitials are mobile during

stage III. Although support for the two-interstitial model has not
*2 )completely finished , numerous positron annihilation experiments showing

void-growth at stage III provides enough evidence to close the discussion in

favour of the vacancy model.

Generalisation from the studies described in this thesis, allows the

following conclusions.

a. Gas-defect interactions in tungsten and molybdenum

The positron lifetime technique is powerfull in observing 'free volume'

defects. The lifetime senses the size of the defect, more than its precise

configuration. Being a 'free-volume' parameter, the lifetime is very

sensitive to an impurity decoration of a defect.

Easily recognisable is the difference between two groups of defects, being

1) vacancy clusters (5- 50 atom positions)

2) smaller defects, e.g. monovacancies, jogs at dislocation loops

and excess space in grain bounderies
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The lifetimes of the second group of defects are not equal, but close

together. This means that two- or more types of the defects from group two

existing in a sample cannot be observed separately with present day

techniques. Deducing reliable information from mixed lifetime components is

hazardous.

These arguments allow to explain the successes obtained in the past. The

succes of the thermal equilibrium measurements results from the fact that

mostly one type of defect plays a role. That of the stage III identification

is due to the recognisability of voids as compared to monovacancies.

The recent succes of especially gas decoration in voids is explained by the

same arguments. Gas decoration in monovacancies is slightly more difficult

since samples often have other defects from group two and mixture of effects

occurs.

Interstitial gas is hardly observable.

b. Hydrogen in niobium - phase transitions

This subject relates of course to the previous one. Conclusions coming

forward from this study are

1) specific phases can hardly be recognised, due to the fact that

impurity atoms can take interstitial sites in a lattice, and that

ordering of solutions has only small effects on the annihilation

characterisitics,

2) phase transitions become measurable because of a changing defect

structure, or a changing defect-impurity decoration.

c. Structural defects

In case of structural defects, observed effects are always very small. This

case is in some respect comparable with the situation of phase transitions

as described above, if one discards the accompanying defects.

Two conclusions can be mentioned

1) the microscopic size of structural defects can be observed or their

chemical surrounding (but not each seperately)

2) no information about a concentration can be obtained
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c. Catalyst powders

Although very little work on this subject has been performed, the results

show that the complexity of positron behaviour is such that the results of a

positron technique may show features that can hardly be predicted. One may

conclude

1) the present measurements show that the positron technique may be

interesting for chemists as an additional technique to obtain

information about the functioning of this type of catalysts

2) depending on the outcome of the suggested further experimentation,

it may be possible to observe surface contiminations of the powder

grains

The positron lifetime technique has been shown to posses qualities, which

extend the possibilities of a materials scientist. There are limitations,

however, which may come out very clear. This is the reason that the

technique is an aid in facing difficult materials science problems rather

than a technique widely spread in e.g. industry. This situation may change,

of course, as the development of the technique progresses.
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SUMMARY

The positron lifetime technique is a technique used to measure extremely low

concentrations of extremely small cavities in materials. The method is based

on the fact that the positron lifetime decreases as the electron density

increases and on the fact that a positron preferably annihilates in cavity-

like defects in lattices. The electron density is lower in those defects and

the positron lifetime higher.

Because there are almost always a huge amount of electrons available for the

positron to annihilate with, the lifetime is very small {in metals between

100- and 500 ps). Observation of such lifetimes is a severe job for the

experimental equipment.

After an introductory chapter 1, chapter 2 describes the theory of positron

behaviour in materials. Chapter 3 treats the technical aspects of measuring

positron lifetimes.

The first part of this chapter describes general aspects of positron

lifetime spectrometers. Section 4 follows with three efforts to increase the

time resolution.

The time resolution can be increased by optimalising the choice of the

scintillator shape and surface treatment. The light yield of the

scintillator has to be as high as possible.

Applying a new type of photomultiplier (a microchannel plate) instead a

conventional one did not improve the time resolution. The reason is that a

relatively low number of electrons reaches the amplification part of the

photomultiplier.

An improvement is described obtained with combining a very fast pulse pick-

off system with an especially designed time discrimination system. The

conventional constant fraction method is replaced now which involves a pulse

shaping step with division and addition of signals.

Section 5 of this chapter treats methods for data analysis.

Positron sources are described in chapter k. A result is that sources

involving metal foils such as Ni or Co yield an appreciable source

contribution to the lifetime spectrum, without being distinghuisable in the

measured spectra. Sources containing 2JNaCl contribute to the lifetime

spectrum in a rather complicated manner.



Chapter 5 shows applications of the positron lifetime technique.

A first section shows decoration of vacancies and vacancy clusters with

hydrogen. Hydrogen dissociation energies are determined while annealing the

samples.

In the niobium-hydrogen system dissolution of hydrides is followed using

electron microscopy up to 1200 K. The positron lifetime technique is used to

observe associated defects and their decoration with hydrogen.

Positron trapping is always saturated with measurements of structural

defects and therefore yield only small differences in the lifetime results.

Measurements are performed on Fe%0Ni40B20 and TiC that yield results about

the size or surrounding of the structural defects.

Positronium formation is important for the catalyst powders TiO2 and A12O3 .

For TiOj a small Pt addition influences strongly the positronium

contribution to the lifetime spectrum, which opens possibilities for

further research.

Some of the measurements of chapter 5 are not performed with the optimal

positron lifetime equipment because this equipment only became available in

a later stage in the research period.

Chapcer 5 ends with an effort to evaluate the applications of the positron

lifetime technique. Arguments are gathered to explain why the technique is

merely important in a research envirement.
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SAMENVATTING

De positron levensduurtechniek is een techniek die gebruikt wordt om zeer

lage concentraties van zeer kleine holten in materialen te detekteren. De

werking van de methode is gebaseerd op het feit dat de positron levensduur

afneemt met de elektronendichtheid op de plaats waar het positron

annihileert en op het feit dat het positron bij voorkeur annihileert in

holte-achtige roosterfouten. Daar is de elektronendichtheid lager en de

levensduur hoger.

Omdat meestal zeer veel elektronen voorhanden zijn waarmee een positron kan

annihileren, is de levensduur heel klein (in metalen tussen 100- en 500 ps).

Om deze levensduren te kunnen meten en ook nog bijdragen van verschillende

soorten roosterfouten te kunnen onderscheiden, wordt het uiterste gevergd

van de meetapparatuur.

Na een inleidend hoofdstuk 1 en een hoofdstuk 2 waarin de theorie wordt

behandeld van het gedrag van positronen binnen materialen, volgt een

hoofdstuk 3 dat de technische aspecten van het meten van positron

levensduren beschouwt.

In het eerste deel van dit hoofdstuk worden de algemene aspecten van de

positron levensduur spectrometers behandeld. In sectie *J volgen drie

pogingen om de tijdresolutie te verbeteren.

Winst in tijdresolutie blijkt haalbaar door het lichtcollectie proces in de

grotere scintillatoren te optimaliseren met de keuze van de inpakking en de

vorm van de scintillator. Randvoorwaarde is een zo hoog mogelijke

lichtopbrengst.

De resolutie van een spectrometer met een BaF2- scintillator blijkt niet

verbeterd te kunnen worden door een nieuw type fotoversterkerbuis toe te

passen {'microchannel-plate'). De reden is dat het uiteindelijk aantal

elektronen dat het versterker-gedeelte van de buis bereikt, vrij laag is

voor dit type buis.

Een verbetering wordt beschreven verkregen door een snellere detektor puls-

afname methode te kombineren met een speciaal ontworpen tijddiscriminatie

systeem. De conventionele 'constant fraction' methode wordt hierdoor

overbodig en daarmee een stap waarbij signalen worden gedeeld en weer

opgeteld.
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Het laatste gedeelte van dit hoodstuk vult zich met een bespreking van de

analyse methodieken.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de positronen bronnen besproken. Er blijkt dat in

bronnen van metaalfolies als Ni of Co betrekkelijk veel positronen

annihileren, zonder dat dat direkt uit de meetgegevens volgt. Bronnen

gemaakt met **NaCl leveren een btrekkelijk gecompliceerde bijdrage aan het

levensduurspectruin.

Hoofdstuk 5 laat toepassingen van de positron levensduurtechniek zien.

Een eerste sectie laat het dekoreren van vacaturen en vacature klusters in

wolfraam en molybdeen met waterstof zien. Door uitstoken van de monsters

konden dissociatie energieën worden bepaald.

In het niobium-waterstof systeem is met elektronen mikroscopie gekeken naar

het verdwijnen van hydride bij verhitting tot 1200 K, terwijl met de

positron techniek geassocieerde defekten en hun dekoratie met waterstof

gemeten zijn.

Bij positron metingen aan strukturele defekten is positron vangst altijd

verzadigd en worden maar kleine verschillen in levensduur waargenomen.

Metingen zijn verricht aan Fe,,Nit,Bï(l en TiC die informatie geven over de

afmetingen of omgeving van de strukturele defekten.

Positronium vorming blijkt een grote rol te spelen in de katalýze poeders

TiO2 en AljO,. Bij TiOj blijkt een geringe toevoeging Pt de positronium

bijdrage zeer sterk te beinvloeden, hetgeen mogelijkheden opent voor verder

onderzoek.

Sommige metingen beschreven in hoofdstuk 5 zijn niet uitgevoerd met de meest

optimale levensduurspectrometers als beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 omdat deze

pas in een later stadium in het onderzoek beschikbaar kwamen.

De laatste sectie van hoodstuk 5 doet een poging de behaalde resultaten te

evalueren. Er worden argumenten aangevoerd waarom de positron

levensduurtechniek vooral belangrijk is in een onderzoek omgeving.
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